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Sommario
Oggigiorno la tecnologia 3D sta prendendo sempre piu` piede in diversi ambiti, a partire dal semplice
entertainment (cinema, televisione, videogiochi) fino ad arrivare al settore medico.
Questa tecnica differisce dal tradizionale 2D sia al momento della registrazione di una determinata
scena, sia al momento della replica della stessa, in quanto gli apparecchi in grado di riprodurla devono
supportare questo formato.
In genere nella fase di registrazione si fa uso di due diverse telecamere che svolgono il ruolo
degli occhi nel sistema visivo umano (HVS). Una delle problematiche relative a questa tecnologia
risiede proprio nella fase di registrazione, infatti la taratura dei dispositivi e` una procedura delicata
e che puo` affliggere la qualita` del video prodotto. La calibrazione delle telecamere non e` tuttavia il
solo problema, in quanto uno dei punti cruciali risiede anche nella scelta della giusta distanza che
intercorre tra i due dispositivi di acquisizione. Infatti per creare la percezione della terza dimensione,
le immagini registrate dalla telecamera posizionata sulla destra rispetto al punto focale e quella di
sinistra, dovrebbero distare tra loro di circa 6 cm, ovvero della distanza media che intercorre tra i due
occhi.
Questa problematica sarebbe completamente risolta se si potessero utilizzare in fase di regis-
trazione due telecamera piccole a tal punto da poter essere posizionate l’una dall’altra alla distan-
za desiderata. Purtroppo talvolta le telecamera professionali sono dispositivi ingombranti che non
permettono questo vincolo. Il problema affrontato in questa tesi e` quindi la generazione di nuove
viste stereoscopiche la cui lunghezza della baseline (la distanza tra i dispositivi) risulta congrua per la
successiva riproduzione.
Il problema che si sta delineando non e` di facile risoluzione, infatti per poter capire come manipo-
lare l’immagine allo scopo di riprodurla come se fosse stata registrata da un altra posizione, bisogna
innanzitutto capire a che distanza rispetto all’osservatore risiedono gli oggetti. Questa fase e` di vitale
importanza, infatti ci permette di definire lo shift da applicare ad un determinato oggetto per poterlo
traslare. Questa considerazione sta nel fatto che oggetti piu` vicini all’osservatore si “muovono” con
una velocita` maggiore rispetto a quelli che risiedono in un piano piu` distante (in questa analisi ci si
riferisce alla traslazione degli oggetti da una camera all’altra).
Uno degli strumenti per poter capire la distanza tra osservatore e scena considerata partendo dalle
due immagini 2D e` di stimare due diverse “disparity maps”. Queste matrici sono calcolate attraverso
lo studio delle corrispondenze tra le due immagini e ci permettono di definire lo spostamento dei
vari oggetti della scena rispetto alle due visioni laterali. Esistono diverse tecniche per la stima delle
dispaty maps, tuttavia nessuna di esse riesce a stimare questi parametri in maniera ottima. Questo
limite e` dovuto a diversi fattori come “pattern” semi-periodici (che causano falsi match), zone “flat”
(in cui l’informazione da confrontare risulta scarsa), e non ultimo la diversa luminosita` che si riscontra
nelle due viste laterali che rende difficile la valutazione delle corrispondenze. Questi limiti tecnici
presenti nelle disparity maps si ripercuotono ovviamente nelle immagini generate in diverse posizioni
e causano in quest’ultime degli artefatti, soprattutto nei bordi degli oggetti.
Un’altra problematica che si riscontra in queste immagini generate in nuove posizioni e` la presenza
di occlusioni. Le occlusioni sono parti di scena che sono visibili in al piu` una delle due viste e che si
manifestano nell’immagine interpolata (traslata rispetto alle laterali) come assenza di informazione.
Lo scopo di questa tesi e` quindi quello di testare la tecnica dei “trained filters” nella risoluzione
dei due sopracitati problemi: gli artefatti e le occlusioni.
Come verra` chiarito in seguito, i trained filters sono dei filtri usati fino ad ora nella risoluzione
di artefatti generati dalla compressione delle immagini. Questa tecnica consiste nel determinare un
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insieme di coefficienti che minimizzi gli errori tra le immagini di input e quelle di riferimento; in
seguito i coefficienti trovati verrano usati in fase di filtraggio dell’immagine da elaborare.
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Summary
Nowadays the 3D technology is increasing in a lot of applications, starting from the so-called enter-
tainment (cinema, television, video games) until the medical area.
This technique is different both in the recording of a certain scene and in reproduction of the
videos that need tools compatible with the format.
Generally, in the recording phase two cameras in different positions are used in order to recreate
the task of the eyes in the human vision system (HVS). Typically the biggest problem reside in the
recording phase, in fact the cameras calibration is a very sensitive problem that can affects the quality
of the final results. However the cameras calibration is not the only problem, indeed a critical point is
also the distance between the sensors that record the scene. In fact, in order to create the 3D perception,
the image acquired by the camera in the right side with respect to the focal point, and the image from
the left side, should be far about 6 cm, that is the distance between the eyes.
This problem could be completely solved if it would be possible to use two small cameras that
will permit to be located in positions far each other with the desired distance. Unfortunately, usually
the professional cameras are big devices that do not permit to impose this constraint.
The target of this thesis is to generate new stereoscopic view whose baseline distance (the distance
between the cameras) is suitable to create the 3D video frame.
The problem that is turning out is not so easy to solve, in fact to understand how to elaborate the
image in order to reproduce it as it would be recorded in a different position, first one have to evaluate
the distance between the object of the scene and the observant.
This phase is very critical, in fact it permits us to define the shift that have to affect the object in
order to move it. This consideration turn out because the object that is located nearest to the observer
moves faster than the farthest one (we are referring to the movement of the object in the two cameras).
One of the technique used to reach this scope is the disparity maps estimation. These matrices are
estimated using the correspondence evaluation and permit us to understand how the objects have to
move with respect to the views on the side.
There are several techniques in order to recover the disparity maps, however there are no methods
that permit to obtain optimal results. This issue is due the manifold problem that affect this procedure,
as the semi-periodic patterns (that generate mismatch), flat areas, and the different luminance in the
two images that make difficult the evaluation of the correspondences.
This incorrect values in the disparity maps affects the interpolated image (the image in the different
position) and generates artifact in the edge of the object. Another problem is the presence of the
occluded areas. The occlusions are parts of the scene that appear in only one or neither the cameras,
and in the interpolation image represent absence of information.
The target of this thesis is to used the trained filter, a procedure used so far to reduce the artifact in
the compressed image, in order to solved the two problems explained: the artifacts and the occlusions.
How we will explain, the trained filter technique permits us to recover a set of coefficients that
minimize the error between the input and the reference image; in the next step the coefficients will be
used to filter the view to be elaborated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The target of this master thesis is the interpolation of stereoscopic views using disparity maps already
estimated. It also aims at reducing the occlusions and the artifacts introduced by incorrect disparity
maps through the use of the trained filters combined with classification algorithms. The main objective
is to obtain intermediate views between the images achieved with lateral cameras.
The first part focuses on the trained filters in order to find the most important points of this tech-
nology and to define its advantages and the disadvantages.
In the second one, the 3D problem is treated. The purpose of this part is not to give a compre-
hensive view about this topic, but rather to address the use and the issue of the training in this area of
video processing.
In order to make the treatment complete and effective we will give some basic notions concerning
the 3D view, but without claiming to provide a complete and comprehensive discussion on the subject.
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Chapter 2
Trained filters
Introduction
In this section we introduce a technique that has been used so far in order to reduce the artifacts in the
compressed images and to improve the sharpness.
This approach is based on a trained filter, that is a procedure that allow us to find a set of coeffi-
cients suitable to remove such artifacts in the considered image. Basically we want to find a table of
coefficients able to minimize the mean square error between the corrupted and the reference image.
In order to make the procedure versatile for a large variety of input we extend the training with a
set of original and compressed images and classify such set to detect the blocking artifacts.
2.1 Method
Basically the proposed method is divided in three phase:
• Classification process (division and classification of the original and compressed images).
In this part we use a classification technique to identify different types of artifacts and image
details. The procedure permit to make the found coefficients more versatile respect to the pat-
tern identified in the input image. The classifier use the Adaptive Dynamic Ranging Coding
(ADRC), that groups the equal patterns in comparison to the average value present in the con-
sidered aperture. Moreover, we used additional information to make the classification more
dense.
• Training process (find the optimal coefficients in order to reconstruct the image starting from
the compressed one).
The off line optimization is done using the Least Mean Square algorithm (LMS) using the
training set images.
• Reconstruction process (filtering of the compressed image with the coefficients obtained in the
previous point).
When we have stored the coefficients in the look up table we have to filter the image according
to the pattern defined in the filter aperture.
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The main process is shown in Fig.2.1.
Figure 2.1: General scheme: classification of the image and filtering the image according to the output
of the classificator.
The input image is divided into different blocks (i.e. I1, I2, I3, I4) and each block is classified
according to the value of the grouped pixel. The classificator delivers a index that point a position of
a previously evaluated look up table where are stored a set of coefficients that have to be multiplied in
order to obtain the output value (i.e. O1,O2,O3,O4).
The coefficients are evaluated in the training process through the LMS algorithm, that permit to
minimize the error between the input and the output values.
2.2 ADRC Classification
There are many ways to classify the local image data, but the aim should be grouping image blocks
that are most similar.
It is straightforward to classify a pixel based on its surrounding pixels and encode it with 1-bit Q,
with ADRC :
Q=
{
0 i f FD < FAV
1 i f FD ≥ FAV
where FD is the luminance value of the input pixel and FAV is the average luminance value of the
pixels in the classification aperture1.
Image classification can be extended further with the use of certain techniques. In order to obtain
a useful algorithm for the deblocking of compressed images we can in fact use some bits to indicate
the position of the diamond (the chosen aperture) with respect to the jpeg-grid2 (Fig.2.2).
1The aperture is a cluster of pixels. In the next treatment the chosen aperture is the diamond one, the shape is shown in
Fig.2.3.
2The JPEG compression standard divides the image in several blocks before to elaborate them. The position of the blocks
defines a grid in a known position.
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Figure 2.2: Diamond in the grid and the different positions evaluated.
Referring to Fig.2.2 we can for instance define three different positions in the grid (A,B,C) and
then classify them using two additional bits (i.e. the position A should be identified with the bits 01,
the position B using 10 and the position C with the values 11).
Using the combination of ADRC encoding and the relative position information could lead to an
improved classification of decoded image data. Concatenation of the class-code generated by ADRC
and the class-code by relative position information gives the final class-code, which addresses the
Look Up Table (LUT) of the de-blocking filters.
Other techniques to increase the classification were tested: add bits to indicate the variance of the
pixels inside the diamond, or using a contrast-bit:
Contrastbit =
{
1 i f Vmax−Vmin< Threshold
0 otherwise
where V represents the intensity of the bits luminance.
Under the ADRC encoding scheme, the number of classes increases exponentially with the number
of pixels in the aperture. Consequently, there is always a trade-off between aperture size and class
numbers.
It has been shown that inversion3 of the picture data should not change the coefficients in the LUT
[21]. Consequently, any binary class (with class-code CLSS) and its inverted version (with class-code
CLMAX-CLSS, where CLMAX is the total number of classes) should yield the same interpolation
coefficients. By combining the two complementary classes, the size of the LUT reduces with a factor
of two without any loss of image quality.
Increasing the bits needed for the classification provides better performance on the final results of
the algorithm, but also increases the computational time required to find the optimal coefficients. To
reduce the computational time we can find some techniques to reduce the classification itself, while
3In this context with the term inversion we mean the binary complement of a certain class. For instance if a class is
identified by the bits 0011, the inversion of the class is 1100.
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ensuring that the services are still high compared to those obtained with the standard classification
ADRC [8]:
• Class-occurrence frequency
One way to reduce the number of classes, is to merge the classes which are less important for
the perceived image quality. The importance of a class is likely reflected to how often it occurs
in an image. Therefore, we could count the frequency occurrence of every content class and
hope that it can tell how important the content class is for the perceived image quality.
• Coefficients similarity
Another option to reduce the class-count is to examine the similarity between the filter coeffi-
cients obtained from the training in every content class. The filter coefficients directly show the
filtering behavior and classes with similar coefficients can be merged. The similarity, here, is
indicated by the the Euclidean distance between coefficient vectors.
• Analyzing the symmetries and rotations of the diamond inside the picture (the coefficients of
the filter are the same)
One other technique for the reduction of classes is to consider the various symmetries that can
occur inside a diamond. from this point of view we can reduce the computation time of the
classes of one-fifth, in fact tracking the five symmetries can avoid these calculations for a class
if you have already calculated the coefficients of its symmetrical. In this case we just make sure
that the filter coefficients should be rotated according to the rotation of the diamond.
Figure 2.3: Mirror symmetry in the diamonds.
Fig.2.3 shows the horizontal mirror symmetry, the others are vertical mirror symmetry and the
three rotations. Then the coefficients should be rotated as follows:
W1→Wsim1
W2→Wsim4
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W3→Wsim3
W5→Wsim9
...
where Wsim are the coefficients in the symmetric class.
2.3 Off line training
Previously we supposed to have a LUT of coefficients to filter the corrupted input image. In the
following section we describe the procedure to design this look up table.
2.3.1 LMS method
The optimization procedure of the proposed method is shown in Fig.2.4. To obtain the training set, we
use high quality original images as the reference output image. Before training, the simulated input
and the reference output pairs are classified using the mentioned classification method on the input.
The pairs that belong to one specific class are used for the corresponding training. As mentioned the
method used to find the coefficients and minimize the errors is the LMS algorithm.
Figure 2.4: Off line training.
In the following, we describe the Least Mean Square (LMS) optimization.
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Let FD,c , FR,c be the apertures of the degraded images and the target images for a particular class c,
respectively. Then the filtered pixel FF,c can be obtained by the desired optimal coefficients as follows
[4, 5, 7]:
FF,c =
N
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)
where wc, i ∈ [1,2 . . .N] are the desired coefficients, and N is the number of pixels in the aperture.
Fig.2.5 represents the diamond and the notation used in order to identify its elements.
Figure 2.5: Filter aperture.
The summed square error between the filtered pixels and the reference pixels is:
e2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
(FR,c−FF,c)2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
[
FR,c( j)−
N
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)
]2
where Nc represents the number of pixels belonging to class c. To minimize e2, the first derivative
of e2 to wc(k), k ∈ [1 . . .N] should be equal to zero
∂e2
∂wc(k)
=
Nc
∑
j=1
2FD,c(k, j)
[
FR,c( j)−
N
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)
]
= 0.
Now the coefficients wc, for class c are obtained by solving:
W = X−1Y
where
W = [wc(1),wc(2), . . . ,wc(N)]T
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X =

∑Ncj=1[FD,c(1, j)FD,c(1, j)] . . . . . . ∑
Nc
j=1[FD,c(1, j)FD,c(N, j)]
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
∑Ncj=1[FD,c(N, j)FD,c(1, j)] · · · · · · ∑Ncj=1[FD,c(N, j)FD,c(N, j)]

and
Y =
[
∑Ncj=1[FD,c(1, j)FR,c( j)], · · · , ∑Ncj=1[FD,c(N, j)FR,c( j)]
]T
2.3.2 Regularization methods for matrices
Until now we considered that the matrices obtained with the LMS method are always invertible. How-
ever, this does not always happen and therefore we need to find techniques that allow us to work even
in these cases.
In the first analysis we need to understand when this occurs.
Mainly matrices are not invertible if the determinant is equal to zero, or during the implementation
the precision which we are working with, is limited and produces high errors (ill-conditioned matrix).
Determinant equal to zeros
In linear algebra an n× n (square) matrix A is called invertible or non singular or non degenerate, if
there exists an n×n matrix B such that
AB = BA = In
where In denotes the n-by-n identity matrix and the multiplication used is ordinary matrix multi-
plication. If this is the case, then the matrix B is uniquely determined by A and is called the inverse of
A, denoted by A−1.
Let A a square matrix of order n, A is invertible if and only if det(A) 6= 0. Furthermore, if
det(A) 6= 0 then the elements ci j of A−1 are given by
ci j = (−1)i+ j det(Ai j)det(A)
where Ai j is the matrix obtained from A by deleting the j-th row and the i-th column.
Certain cases of matrices with determinant equal to zero, can be obtained, for example, fro linear
systems where the equations are not linearly independent.
In our case, our problem can be solved by increasing the training of the filters, in fact, increasing
the training decreases the chances of finding equations linearly dependent. However, this approach
requires to increase the computational time for the algorithm that is already high. To solve this problem
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without increasing the required time, we must make use of regularization methods in order to obtain
approximated results introducing small errors.
A standard method to regularize this type of matrices consists in adding to the matrix to be inverted
a diagonal matrix multiplied by a very small value.
If A is the matrix to be inverted and det(A) = 0, then we can apply the following replacement:
A→ A′
where
A′ =A+

ε 0 · · · · · · 0
0 ε 0
. . . 0
. . . 0
0 0 0 0 ε

where ε is small constant.
Ill-conditioned matrix
As described in [15, 18] using a computer to solve a mathematical problem, we will obtain an approx-
imated result affected by precision errors. The approximation is due to the number representation, that
must be done with a limited number of decimal digits.
Some linear system are more sensitive to the precision used to solve them, in comparison to others.
In these systems, small perturbations introduced in the matrix A or in the right-hand side vector can
lead to large changes in the found solutions.
As instance we consider the following system of two linear equations in two unknowns:[
1 0.5
0.5 0.3
][
x1
x2
]
=
[
50
−50
]
.
The system can be solved by using the explained methods and the solutions are x1 = 800 and
x2 =−1500.
Now, let us make a slight change in one of the elements of the coefficient matrix. Change A11
from 1 to 1.01 and see how this small change affects the solution of the following.[
1.01 0.5
0.5 0.3
][
x1
x2
]
=
[
50
−50
]
this time the solution is x1 = 755 and x2 =−1425
As we can see, with a small perturbation introduced in the system we obtain quite different results.
It is obvious that in this case the solution is very sensitive to the values of the coefficients of matrix A.
If the A matrix is ill-conditioned then even small errors in data representation will lead to a solution
that contains large errors, and then highly deviate from the exact solution. This “sensitivity” of the
problem to the data can be measured through a parameter K(A), called condition number:
K(A) =
‖ A ‖
‖ A−1 ‖ .
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It happens that high K may correspond to large errors on the solution although they have small
errors on the data.
SVD (singular value decomposition)
The fundamental theorem of existence of singular value decomposition of any rectangular matrix with
coefficients belonging to the complex field, ensures the possibility of using the following method in
order to invert also ill-conditioned matrices limiting the precision error [15, 18].
Suppose A is an m×n matrix whose entries come from the field K, which is either the field of real
numbers or the field of complex numbers (R,C). Then exists a factorization with the form A = USV∗
where U is an m×m unitary matrix over K, S is an m× n diagonal matrix with non negative real
numbers on the diagonal, and V∗ is an n×n unitary matrix over K that denotes the conjugate transpose
of V. Such a factorization is called the singular value decomposition of A.
The S matrix has elements σi j equal to zero for i 6= j and for i = j has elements σii = σi with
σ1 > σ2 > σ3 > . . . . . . . . .> σt > 0 and t = min(m,n).
We have indicated by ui, i = 1, ...,m and vi, i = 1, ...,n the columns of U and V, that are called
respectively left and right singular vectors of A.
If we apply this decomposition to the case of solution of linear system we have that the solution
can be expressed as:
x = A−1b = (USV∗)−1b =
n
∑
i=1
u∗i b
σi
vi (2.1)
Analyzing the equation 2.1 we can imagine how small changes in the matrix or in the right-hand
side vector may lead to very different results.
Using the properties of the SVD we can measure the conditioning as:
K(A) =
σ1
σn
Applying the solution found for the case of ill-conditioned matrix leads to the following result for
the linear system:
xk =
k
∑
i=1
u∗i b
σi
vi
where k ≤ n.
So we get an approximate solution by truncating the SVD expansion to the k− th term. This
method is called TSVD (truncating singular value decomposition).
Now that we have defined the method of regularization we must find a procedure to find the ex-
pansion parameter k that minimizes the error. One of these is the GCV (Generalized Cross Validation)
based on the search of the minimum the following function:
G=
‖ Ax−b ‖2
(trace(In−AAI))2
where AI is the matrix which produces the regularized solution.
For a square matrix it can be shown that the above equation, referring to TSVD, becomes:
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G(k) =
‖ b−Axk ‖2
(n− k)2 =
1
(n− k)2
n
∑
i=k+1
(u∗i b)
2.
There are a lot of methods to regularize the ill-conditioned matrices, however they require to know
the parameter ‖x− e‖ where e is the error introduced by the system. This method, instead, has the
advantage of not requiring any information on the standard error. Fig.2.6 shows the general process
adopted to solve the cases of singular and ill-conditioned matrices.
Figure 2.6: Main scheme of the regularization procedure.
So far we have described the system to retrieve the coefficients of linear filters. This type of
scheme is done off line and requires a relatively large computational time. This is mainly due to the
fact that the training is more accurate and versatile if the number of considered images is high. The
following section gives a brief description of the on line algorithm, then considers some variations to
linear filters: hybrid filters and bilateral filters.
2.4 On line process
The on line process is the part that does not require much computational time as the previous one and
is divided into two main phases:
• Classification of the corrupted image.
• Filtering of the images through the coefficients calculated in the training section.
The part of the classification must be made according to the method used in the training phase, we
recall that the main basis behind this is the ADRC encoding. However it can be extended with different
techniques previously described.
In addition we can extend the technique used, calculating at the time of training more of one LUT
(look up table). For instance, the training can be done using filters with different shapes, or with a
classification more or less dense.
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Figure 2.7: The block diagram of the proposed algorithm.
In Fig.2.7 is shown the following process:
let
A= [a1,a2, · · · ,ai]
the input vector, where i is the filter aperture.
First we have to classify the input with the ADRC code, then we obtain:
c= ADRC(A) = ADRC([a1,a2, · · · ,ai]).
Once we have identified to which class belong the vector, we have to recover the coefficients stored
in the previous evaluated LUT:
Wc = LUT (c) = [w1,w2, · · · ,wi].
Then the output of the filter will be:
O= A×WcT = [a1,a2, · · · ,ai]

w1
w2
...
wi
 .
The method used until now expects to generate coefficients through the LMS algorithm. This
process generally allows us to recover the coefficients to construct linear filters.
This procedure can be extended taking into account different kind of non-linear filters, which may
lead to more efficient results.
The main goal of this extension is to increase the information of the images to extend the training
phase in order to recover the coefficients that can take into account spatial and rank order information.
In the next section will give an explanation of how to obtain these new results; one must take into
account that the classification remains unchanged, as well as the LMS algorithm remains as described
above. The part of the process that will change concerns the handling of vectors of the image passed
to algorithm, in fact we will extend the input values using vectors derived from an ordering of the
elements in the filter aperture.
Linear filters estimate the output by using the weighted sum of the observation samples in the
temporal or spatial order. However, this order information alone is not sufficient in many applications.
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To incorporate both spatial order and rank order information, many generalization of rank-order filters
have been proposed.
2.5 Hybrid filter
In this section, we will provide the definition of the hybrid filter. Then we provide the optimization of
its filter coefficients.
Using the same notation adopted before, we define an observation containing N samples arranged
by the spatial or temporal order:
FD,c = [FD,c(1, j),FD,c(2, j), · · · ,FD,c(N, j)] = [F1D,c,F2D,c, · · · ,FND,c]
FhD,c is the sorted observation, then:
FhD,c =
[
F(1)D,c,F(2)D,c, · · · ,F(N)D,c
]
where the adopted order is F(1)D,c ≤ F(2)D,c ≤ ·· · ≤ F(N)D,c. The concatenated vector is the input
of the Hybrid filter:
FDH,c =
[
FD,c,FhD,c
]
=
[
F1D,c,F2D,c, · · · ,FND,c,F(1)D,c,F(2)D,c, · · · ,F(N)D,c
]
.
The vector FDH,c contains spatial ordered and rank ordered samples and the output of the hybrid
filter is a linear combination of both.
FFH,c =
2N
∑
i=1
wcH(i)FF,c(i, j).
Now we have to find the mean square error:
e2H =
Nc
∑
j=1
(FR,c−FFH,c)2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
[
FR,c( j)−
2N
∑
i=1
wcH(i)FDH,c(i, j)
]2
.
To minimize e2H , the first derivative of e
2
H to wcH(k), k ∈ [1 . . .2N] should be equal to zero:
∂e2
∂wc(k)
=
Nc
∑
j=1
2FD,c(k, j)[FR,c( j)−
N
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)] = 0.
Now the coefficients wcH , for class c are obtained by:
WH = X−1H YH .
In this case we have that:
WH = [wcH(1),wcH(2), . . . ,wcH(2N)]T
XH =

∑Ncj=1[FDH,c(1, j)FDH,c(1, j)] . . . . . . ∑
Nc
j=1[FDH,c(1, j)FDH,c(2N, j)]
...
. . .
...
∑Ncj=1[FDH,c(N, j)FDH,c(1, j)] · · · · · · ∑Ncj=1[FDH,c(N, j)FDH,c(2N, j)]
...
. . .
...
∑Ncj=1[FDH,c(2N, j)FDH,c(1, j)] · · · · · · ∑Ncj=1[FDH,c(2N, j)FDH,c(2N, j)]

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and
YH =
[
∑Ncj=1[FDH,c(1, j)FR,c( j)], · · · , ∑Ncj=1[FDH,c(2N, j)FR,c( j)]
]T
.
2.6 Bilateral filter
Bilateral filtering is a simple and non-linear technique to remove the image noise while preserving
edges.
The rank ordering in the hybrid filter only gives some indications of the pixel similarity. In order
to incorporate the complete similarity information as the original bilateral filter does, we have to use
a order vector by sorting the pixels according to their distance to the spatially central pixel xc in the
aperture.
The form of the bilateral filter is shown in eq.(2.2)
yb =
∑Ni=1 xi · c(xi,xc) · s(xi,xc)
∑Ni=1 c(xi,xc) · s(xi,xc)
(2.2)
where we define the input vector X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xN ], the output yb, and the function s(·, ·) and
c(·, ·) such that:
s(xi,xc) = exp
[−(xc− xi)2
2σ2s
]
and
c(xi,xc) = exp
[−d(xc,xi)2
2σ2c
]
where d(xc,xi) is the Euclidean distance between the pixel position of xi and xc, i = 1,2, . . . ,N,
and N is the filter aperture.
Using the same notation adopted before, we define an observation containing N samples arranged
by the spatial or temporal order:
FD,c = [FD,c(1, j),FD,c(2, j), · · · ,FD,c(N, j)] = [F1D,c,F2D,c, · · · ,FND,c]
FsD,c is the sorted observation, then:
FsD,c =
[
F(1)D,c,F(2)D,c, · · · ,F(N)D,c
]
where the following ordering is considered:∣∣∣F(i+1)D,c−FN
2 D,c
∣∣∣> ∣∣∣F(i)D,c−FN
2 D,c
∣∣∣ , i= 1,2, ...,N.
Then we transform the vector FsD,c into F
s
D,c
′
s
=
(
F
′
(1)D,c,F
′
(2)D,c, ...,F
′
(N)D,c
)T
. The transform is
defined as:
F
′
(i)D,c = µ
(
FN
2 D,c
,F(i)D,c
)
·FN
2 D,c
+
(
1−µ
(
FN
2 D,c
,F(i)D,c
))
·F(i)D,c, i= 1,2, ...,N.
where µ(a,b) is a membership function between a and b. The membership function is defined as:
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µ (a,b) =MIN
( |a−b|
K
,1
)
where K is a pre-set constant. Other membership functions such as a Gaussian function are also
possible.
The concatenated vector is the input of the Bilateral filter:
FDB,c =
[
FD,c,FsD,c
′]
=
[
F1D,c,F2D,c, · · · ,FND,c,F ′(1)D,c,F
′
(2)D,c, · · · ,F
′
(N)D,c
]
.
To minimize e2B, the first derivative of e
2
B to wcB(k), k ∈ [1 . . .2N] should be equal to zero, so
working whit matrices we obtain:
WB = X−1B YB
where
WB = [wcB(1),wcB(2), . . . ,wcB(2N)]T
XB =

∑Ncj=1[FDB,c(1, j)FDB,c(1, j)] . . . . . . ∑
Nc
j=1[FDB,c(1, j)FDB,c(2N, j)]
...
. . .
...
∑Ncj=1[FBH,c(N, j)FBH,c(1, j)] · · · · · · ∑Ncj=1[FBH,c(N, j)FBH,c(2N, j)]
...
. . .
...
∑Ncj=1[FBH,c(2N, j)FBH,c(1, j)] · · · · · · ∑Ncj=1[FBH,c(2N, j)FBH,c(2N, j)]

and
YB =
[
∑Ncj=1[FDB,c(1, j)FR,c( j)], · · · ,∑Ncj=1[FDB,c(2N, j)FR,c( j)]
]T
.
2.7 Results
In the previous sessions are discussed three types of filters, linear, hybrid and in the last session we
introduced the bilateral.
We should note that the bilateral perform better than the linear filter, but also should be noted that
going from linear to bilateral increases significantly the time required to off line training.
Regarding the hybrid filter we have to taking into account that they do not increase performance
significantly, while requiring considerably more training time than the linear.
In the next section we show some examples of images processed with linear and bilateral filters.
The aim in this first part was to test these systems in different situations: de-blocking (Fig.2.8, 2.9,
2.10), sharpness enhancement (Fig.2.11, 2.12, 2.13 ), and Gaussian noise reduction.
The used image are available on [14].
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Figure 2.8: Deblocking in jpg compress image1.
Figure 2.9: Deblocking in jpg compress image2.
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Figure 2.10: Deblocking in jpg compress image3.
Figure 2.11: Sharpness enhancement image1.
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Figure 2.12: Sharpness enhancement image2.
Figure 2.13: Sharpness enhancement image3.
In Table 2.1 some PSNR values are provided. In order to corrupt the image we used the following
procedure:
• The images were compressed with JPEG algorithm with quality =50% (Table2.1(a)).
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• To blur the image to test the sharpness enhancement we used a Gaussian filter with a 5× 5
aperture and variance σ = 0.7 (Table2.1(b)). The coefficients used are the following:
10−4 2 ·10−3 5.5 ·10−3 2 ·10−3 10−4
2 ·10−3 4.2 ·10−2 1.17 ·10−1 4.2 ·10−2 2 ·10−3
5.5 ·10−3 1.17 ·10−1 3.25 ·10−1 1.17 ·10−1 5.5 ·10−3
2 ·10−3 4.2 ·10−2 1.17 ·10−1 4.2 ·10−2 2 ·10−3
10−4 2 ·10−3 5.5 ·10−3 2 ·10−3 10−4
 .
• A Gaussian noise with a standard deviation σ = 4 was used (Table2.1(c)).
The Linear entries refers to the PSNR between the original image and the corrupted and filtered (with
the linear filter) one, instead the Bilateral entries refers to the image filtered with the bilateral filter.
Table 2.1: PSNR
(a) De-blocking
Corrupted 30.2 dB
Linear 30.4 dB
Bilateral 30.7 dB
(b) Sharpness enhancement
Corrupted 28.5 dB
Linear 29.2 dB
Bilateral 29.9 dB
(c) Gaussian noise elimination
Corrupted 36.6 dB
Linear 36.7 dB
Bilateral 36.7 dB
As we can note, introducing Gaussian noise, the processed images do not show improvements
in comparison to the corrupted images, and this is obvious when one considers that introducing this
distortion, the ADRC classification is altered and consequently the training is distorted.
In Table 2.1 are considered only the results in the image shown in Fig.2.8, 2.11.
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Chapter 3
3D basics points
3.1 3D Image Acquisition
The next chapter contains parts translated from the document [11]. This part is suitable to under-
stand the general points of the 3D acquisition and reproduction, however the target is not to give a
comprehensive explanation about this theme.
There are many methods for the automatic acquisition of the shape of a object. A possible taxon-
omy of the methods of acquisition of the form is shown in Fig.3.1.
The limitations of the optical technique include the fact that we can capture only the visible sur-
faces and sensibility to the properties of surfaces such as transparency, brightness, color.
The problem we face, known as image-based modeling and 3D photography, stands as follows:
the objects emit visible light, the camera captures this light, whose characteristics depend from the
scene illumination, surface geometry, reflectance of the surface, which is analyzed by a computer with
the aim of infer the 3D structure of objects.
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Figure 3.1: Image Acquisition.
Stereopsis is the process of obtaining information on the three-dimensional structure form images
recorded by two cameras in different positions.
We can identify two sub-problems: calculation of matching between the two original images and
triangulation.
The first consists in coupling the points in the two images that are projection of the same point in
the scene. We will call these conjugate points. In the calculation of the coupling is considered that the
two images differ only slightly, then a feature in the scene appears similar in both images.
Using only this constraint, however, there may be many false pairs.
We’ll see that it will be necessary to introduce other constraints that make the calculation corre-
spondence negotiable. The most important of these is the epipolar constraint, which states that the
corresponding point in an image can only be found on a line (epipolar line) in the other image. Thanks
to this technique, search matches becomes one-dimensional rather than two dimensional.
Once the couplings between the points, the position of the cameras and the intrinsic parameters of
the sensor are known, it is possible to reconstruct the position of the scene.
This process of triangulation requires Stereo calibration apparatus, that is, the calculation of the
intrinsic1 and extrinsic2 parameters of cameras.
1These parameters encompass focal length, image format, and principal point.
2These parameters define the position of the camera center and the camera’s heading in world coordinates.
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3.2 Camera model
In this section we recall some concepts related to the geometric model of the image formation. We will
show how to relate the position of a point in the scene and the location of the point in the corresponding
image, using a geometric model of the sensor.
The most common geometrical model of the camera is the so-called pinhole camera model or
prospective model, which consists of a retina plane R and an optical center C distant f (focal length)
from the plane (Fig.3.2).
The line through C perpendicular to R is the optical axis and its intersection with R is called the
main point.
The plane F parallel to the plane R and containing the optical center is named focal plane.
Figure 3.2: Camera model
Figure 3.3: Simplified view.
We introduce a right-handed reference system (X ,Y,Z) for the three-dimensional space centered
in C and with the Z-axis coincident with the optical axis. This is called the standard reference system
of the camera. We introduce a reference system (u,v) for the R centered in the main point with u and
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v axes oriented as X and Y, respectively.
Now consider a point M of coordinates M = [x,y,z]T in the 3D space, and let m with coordinates
m = [u,v]T its projection on R through C. Using simple considerations on the similarity of triangles
(Fig.3.3) we can write the following:
f
z
=
−u
x
=
−v
y
then: {
u= − fz x
v= − fz y
.
Using homogeneous coordinates, it becomes linear3.
Then we can obtain the homogeneous coordinates of m and M respectively:
m=
 uv
1
 M =

x
y
z
1

Note that setting the third coordinate to 1, we excluded the points at infinity. So the equation of
perspective projection, in this simplified case, is rewritten as:
z
 uv
1
=
 − f x− f y
z
=
 − f 0 0 00 − f 0 0
0 0 1 0


x
y
z
1

then using matrix notation:
zm= PM.
The matrix P represents the geometric model of the camera, and is called perspective projection
matrix or (PPM).
3.3 Triangulation
Considering two parallel and aligned cameras (coincident retina planes), it is easy to verify that the
disparity is purely horizontal and this justifies the construction of two-dimensional model shown in
Fig.3.4.
3In homogeneous coordinates a 2-D point is denoted using a triple (x1,x2,x3), where (x1/x3,x2/x3) are the corresponding
Cartesian coordinates. The homogeneous coordinates can represent any point in the plane Euclidean and also the points
at infinity. The transformation from 3D to 2D coordinate is not linear (because of the division for z). However using
homogeneous coordinates it becomes linear so the projection can be represented in matrix form
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Figure 3.4: Triangulation.
If we fix the world reference with respect to the left camera, we can write the following equations
of perspective projection: {
f
z =
−u
x
f
z =
−u′
x−b
where:
z=
b f
u′−u .
This suggests that it is possible to calculate the third coordinate z, when the geometry of the stereo
system (b and f in this simple case) and difference (u−u′) are noted. We can also see that the distance
b is a scale factor: the disparities associated to a fixed point of the scene depends directly on the b.
Then we have to take into account that, if the parameter b is unknown, it is possible to reconstruct
the three-dimensional structure depending by a scale factor.
3.4 Epipolar geometry
Now let’s see what is the relation between two images of a scene accessible by two different cameras.
In particular we want to understand which is the constraint among a point m in the first image and
the position of its conjugate m′ in the second image. Some simple geometric considerations indicate
that the conjugate point m′ must lie on a straight line in the second image, called epipolar line of m.
The epipolar geometry is also important because describes the relationship between two views of
the same scene, so it is essential for the computer vision techniques based on different images.
Consider the case shown in Fig.3.5. Given a point m in first image, its conjugate m′ in the second
image is constrained to lie on the intersection of the image plane with the plane determined by m, C
and C′, called epipolar plane.
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Figure 3.5: Epipolar plane
This is because the point m′ may be a projection of any point in space lying on the optical ray of
m.
Furthermore it is noted that all epipolar lines of an image pass through one point, called Epipole
(e,e′), and that epipolar planes are a bunch of planes that have a common line through the optical
centers C and C′.
The line CC′ is called the baseline.
3.5 Disparity maps
In the next section we will explain some basics about the disparity maps.
It will be explained what they mainly represent, how to get them, and then what are the algorithms
that can be used for a refinement.
This section is not intended to explain comprehensively all the mechanisms that underlie this
process, for this purpose the reader is referred to more specialized texts; however, it gives some back-
ground to be able to understand the topics covered in following sections.
Human eyes are horizontally separated by about 50-75 mm (interpupillary distance) depending on
each individual [16]. Thus, each eye has a slightly different view of the world. This can be easily
seen when alternately closing one eye while looking at a vertical edge. The binocular disparity can be
observed from apparent horizontal shift of the vertical edge between both views. At any given moment,
the line of sight of the two eyes meet at a point in space. This point in space projects to the same
location (i.e., the center) on the retina of the two eyes. Because of the different viewpoints observed
by the left and right eye, however, many other points in space do not fall on corresponding retinal
locations. Visual binocular disparity is defined as the difference between the points of projection in
the two eyes and is usually expressed in degrees, as the visual angle.
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Figure 3.6: Binocular disparity.
The full black circle is the point of fixation. The blue object lies nearer to the observer. Therefore it
has a “near” disparity dn. Objects lying more far away (green) correspondingly have a “far” disparity
d f (Fig.3.6).
Binocular disparity is the angle between two lines of projection in one eye. One of these lines is
the real projection from the object to the actual point of projection. The other one is the imaginary
projection running through the focal point of the lens of the one eye to the point corresponding to the
actual point of projection in the other eye.
For simplicity reasons in Fig.3.6 both objects lie on the line of fixation for one eye so that the
imaginary projection ends directly on the fovea of the other eye, but in general the fovea acts at most
as a reference.
Note that far disparities are smaller than near disparities for objects having the same distance from
the fixation point.
In computer vision, binocular disparity is calculated from stereo images taken from a set of stereo
cameras. The variable distance between these cameras, called the baseline, can affect the disparity of
a specific point on their respective image plane. As the baseline increases, the disparity increases due
to the greater angle needed to align the sight on the point. However, in computer vision, binocular
disparity is referenced as coordinate differences of the point between the right and left images instead
of a visual angle. The units are usually measured in pixels (Fig.3.7).
The disparity of features between two stereo images are usually computed as a shift to the left of
an image feature when viewed in the right image. For example, a single point that appears at the x
coordinate t (measured in pixels) in the left image may be present at the x coordinate t−3 in the right
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image.
In this case, the disparity at that location in the right image would be 3 pixels. Stereo images
may not always be correctly aligned to allow for quick disparity calculation. For example, the set
of cameras may be slightly rotated off level. Through a process known as image rectification, both
images are rotated to allow for disparities in only the horizontal direction (i.e., there is no disparity in
the y image coordinates).
This is a property that can also be achieved by precise alignment of the stereo cameras before
image capture.
Figure 3.7: Image reconstruction using the disparity map.
As anticipated, from the disparity maps we can also find information about the depth of field of
objects, or recover the dimension of depth from two stereoscopic images.
Given a scene point M and its two projection points m of coordinates (u,v) and m′ of coordinates
(u′,v′), the disparity value d is defined as d = u′−u.
Note that v= v′ as there is no vertical parallax between the two cameras. The depth measure z of
M is related to the disparity value d as follows (Fig.3.8):
z=
f‖t‖
d
.
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Figure 3.8: Depth recovery.
After rectification, the correspondence problem can be solved using an algorithm that scans both
the left and right images for matching image features. A common approach to this problem is to form
a smaller image patch around every pixel in the left image. These image patches are compared to all
possible disparities in the right image by comparing their corresponding image patches. For example,
for a disparity of 1, the patch in the left image would be compared to a similar-sized patch in the right,
shifted to the left by one pixel.
The comparison between these two patches can be made by attaining a computational measure
from one of the following equations that compares each of the pixels in the patches. For all of the
following equations, L and R refer to the right and left columns while r and c refer to the current row
and column of either images being examined.
Normalized correlation:
∑∑L(r,c) ·R(r,c)√
(∑∑L(r,c)2) · (∑∑R(r,c)2)
Sum of squared differences:
∑∑(L(r,c)−R(r,c))2
Sum of absolute differences:
∑∑ |L(r,c)−R(r,c)|
The disparity with the lowest computed value using one of the above methods is considered the
disparity for the image feature. This lowest score indicates that the algorithm has found the best match
of corresponding features in both images.
The method described above is a brute-force search algorithm. With large patch and/or image
sizes, this technique can be very time consuming as pixels are constantly being re-examined to find
the lowest correlation score.
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3.6 Disparity maps refinement
Obtaining the disparity maps using the images recorded from two cameras in different positions is not
an easy task.
As we have seen the method to evaluate the correspondences can sometimes lead to wrong results,
even if this procedure is applied in a 1D space because the epipolar geometry is used.
Moreover the previously hypothesis stated that the cameras were calibrated in order not to have a
vertical disparity, but the calibration is a complex procedure and very difficult to be achieved perfectly.
In addition there are problems concerning the ability of the estimator to couple a point found in an
image with its conjugate (in the image in the opposite direction). This is evident when is considered
periodic or quasi-periodic texture in the pictures, that can cause false matches.
These considerations suggest that we are often forced to work with disparity maps affected by
errors and mismatches.
It must be remembered that the attempt to refine the disparity maps is designed to obtain maps
that, during the interpolation of the images, reduce the presence of artifacts. In fact, when the disparity
maps are perfectly aligned with the image, in the reconstructed image there will be only occlusions,
otherwise, in addition to the occlusions, the interpolated image can have artifacts at the edges of
objects.
Solutions to this problem are essentially divided in two cases:
• Try initially to align the maps to reduce the post processing (Fig.3.9);
• Use the not aligned disparity map and do a post processing in the interpolated image (Fig.3.10).
In the following we deal with the first way to solve the problem, but in the next chapters will be
addressed the second method that reduces the artifacts introduced by the uncorrected disparity only in
phase of post processing.
Figure 3.9: Main scheme of the first process.
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Figure 3.10: Main scheme of the second process.
The proposed method is illustrated in [18] and it consists of two main stages: confidence evaluation
and disparity refinement. These processes can be implemented in a iterative procedure as illustrated
in Fig.3.11.
Figure 3.11: Scheme of disparity refinement.
The idea behind the confidence evaluation is to classified the point in both disparities as reliable,
unreliable and occluded points.
The Left-Right Consistency (LRC) check is commonly employed to assess the reliability of dis-
parity estimates. For a point p in the left view it is checked if the corresponding point p+DL(p)
in the right view refers back to the original point p. The potentially remaining distance dLR between
the back reference and the original point is a measure for the inconsistency and can be calculated as
(Fig.3.12):
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dLR(p) = |DL(p)+DR(p+DL(p))|. (3.1)
Figure 3.12: Left-Right Consistency check
The LRC check from right to left is done in the same way. Using the function (3.1) we can then
classify the disparity as explained.
The disparity refinement process consists to filter the disparity with a cross-multilateral filter
guided by the confidences maps.
At a point p the output D of a bilateral filter for an input disparity map D′ can be described as the
following weighted average:
D(p) =
1
w(p) ∑q∈θ
s(||p−q||)r(|I(q)− I(p)|)c(q)D′(q)
where c(q) is the confidence value for the disparity estimate at point q (neighbor point to p) taken
from the corresponding confidence map, I is the considered image and w(p) is the normalization factor
w(p) = ∑
q∈θ
s(||p−q||)r(|I(q)− I(p)|)c(q)D′(q).
For both, the spatial and the range filter a truncated Gaussian filter was used. The weights for the
spatial filter s and the range filter r were calculated as:
s(||p−q||) = exp(−||p−q||
2
2σ2s
)
r(|I(q)− I(p)|) = exp(−|I(q)− I(p)|
2
2σ2r
)
where σs is the standard deviation for the spatial filter and σr is the standard deviation for the
range filter.
The method performs poorly because, while aligning the discontinuity, introduces too much dis-
tortion, moreover there are some thresholds to choose that are sensitive to the considered images.
Another simple method to implement, that in some circumstances allows us to improve disparity
maps, is to assess the consistency of edge and change them taking into consideration the original
image (Fig.3.13).
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The method is based on the hypothesis that the disparity may have errors in the edges of the
original image, because in the calculation of the disparity these points are considered difficult to
estimate, partly because of different luminance that can be found at the edges.
It must be stressed that the following procedure uses an edge detector in the original image and it
is therefore very sensitive to the parameters chosen to find the edge. Furthermore, the classical edge
detectors do not work very well in areas of texture, and can identify an edge where the disparity is
correct and consistent.
Figure 3.13: Main scheme and procedure.
Figure 3.14: Example of the procedure.
In Fig.3.14 we can see that the calculated disparity has a strong mismatching with the original
image. The arrows indicate in which direction should be made the expansion of the disparity.
In Fig.3.15 and Fig.3.17 are shown the corrupted and the corrected disparity maps using the pro-
posed method. In Fig.3.16 and Fig.3.18 are instead illustrated some details.
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Figure 3.15: Corrupted and corrected disparity.
Figure 3.16: Detail.
Figure 3.17: Corrupted and corrected disparity.
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Figure 3.18: Detail.
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Chapter 4
Interpolation
4.1 General process
In this section the term interpolation defines the phase in which an image is reconstructed in a different
position from the two stereoscopic views on the sides of the reconstructed one.
Being able to make use of the two disparity map (right left disparity) and (left right disparity) we
can think to project the two original images in a certain position and then merge the information from
one side and the other.
In optimal conditions we have to think that the two disparities provide information completely free
of any error or mismatch, so in these ideal cases it can be considered that the two different projected
images present only occlusions with respect to a direction, but can be filled with the information from
the projected image in the opposite direction1.
It should be noted that in this section we’ll not talk about issues relating to extrapolation, which is
the reconstruction of an image located outside of the space between the two original images (Fig.4.1).
As mentioned earlier, the algorithm used to generate intermediate views in the ideal case results
very easy and intuitive (algorithm4.1), but we will see how the problem starts to become quite complex
if you take into account corrupted or mismatched disparity (real case).
1This is not always true, just think about the cases of double occlusions.
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Algorithm 4.1 Interpolation algorithm
%%%D_LR=disparity left right
%%%D_RL=disparity right left
%%%R=right original image
%%%L=left original image
%%%R_pro=projected right image
%%%L_pro=projected right image
%%%P=position of the image
%%%I=reconstructed image
R_pro(x,y)=R(x+P*D_RL(x,y),y+P*D_RL(x,y))
L_pro(x,y)=L(x+(1-P)*D_LR(x,y),y+(1-P)*D_LR(x,y))
if(R_pro(x,y)==0) %%%occlusion in the R_pro
I(x,y)=L_pro(x,y)
elseif(L_pro(x,y)==0) %%%occlusion in the L_pro
I(x,y)=R_pro(x,y)
else %%%information in both images
I(x,y)=mean(R_pro(x,y),L_pro(x,y))
end
return I
As it can be seen in the previous algorithm, if the information exists in both cases you can use an
average value of the two images, in this case it’s assumed that the luminance of the images is equal.
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Figure 4.1: Interpolation and extrapolation.
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Figure 4.2: Interpolated image.
In Fig.4.2 we use the algorithm just described.
All images and the disparity maps used in the following treatment were provided by [19].
Despite the accuracy of this disparity, it can be noted that in the images there are some artifacts.
In the next section we will present the issues that are the basis of these artifacts and explain the
outcome of the algorithm when the disparity is highly inaccurate.
In the last part we will show a method that improves the performance through the use of errors
masks that can be drawn from the comparison between the original image and the projected one using
corrupted disparity.
As mentioned, when the disparity maps are perfectly aligned with the image, in the reconstructed
image there will be only occlusions, otherwise, in addition to the occlusions, the interpolated image
can have artifacts at the edges of objects. In the following scheme (Fig.4.3) we will illustrate the
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locations where you can find the mismatch.
Figure 4.3: Mismatch.
The first type of mismatch (between the original images and the disparity maps) is mainly due to
the technique used to calculate the disparity, in fact, as said, these procedures find the correspondences
with a match larger than a single pixel to reduce the computational time.
With regard to the second type of mismatch, it is mainly due to the fact that the disparities are
represented by natural numbers (a finite precision) and this produces sub-pixel errors.
As shown in Fig.4.4 the first mismatch generates a shift (in the projected images) of the occlusion
with respect to the closest object. The sub-pixel problem instead generates incorrect locations of the
objects projected from the right and left images in the considered position.
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Figure 4.4: Sub-pixel problem.
Figure 4.5: Mismatch.
In Fig.4.5 are marked the main errors that can occur due to a corrupted disparity map (we used a
disparity sub-sampled to 8×8).
It should be noted that working with such corrupted disparity can create artifacts due to the fact
that the disparity is larger than the object, and hence in the projected image can be seen a few pieces
of background where they should not be.
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Before moving onto the method that uses the error masks, we’ll give some examples of how these
errors affect not only the projected images, but sometimes recur even in the interpolated images.
We have to take into account that the areas of the images where there is no information (black
areas) are occlusions in the right and left projected image. We will treat in the following part the
methodology used to fill such “holes”.
The figures presented were generated with the disparity sub-sampled by 4× 4 and are centrally
located with respect to original images.
As mentioned you can see that using inaccurate disparity the generated errors usually reside at the
edges of objects (Fig.4.6).
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Figure 4.6: Error in the interpolated image.
The previous results (Fig.4.6) were obtained using the algorithm described in pseudo code in the
previous section (algorithm4.1). As said, this approach has the advantage of being computationally
very simple and intuitive.
The main idea is to get the information resulting from the right projection where the left is not
present and vice versa, and where the information is present in both sides, the recovered value is
simply an average.
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As demonstrated, this approach has drawbacks that occur with some errors in the interpolated
images. First we have to classify this information as:
• areas occluded in only one side;
• areas occluded on both sides;
• areas with information on both sides that do not generate errors;
• areas in which information is present in at least one side, but generates errors in the interpolated
image.
With regard to the occluded areas we will see later how to use the trained filter to generate information
based on the original images. Let us now concentrate on those areas where information is present in
at least one image, but it is not reliable.
We assume for a moment to identify those parts of the disparity map that generate errors in the
interpolated image; in this condition it is intuitive that if you can understand that an information
resulting from a projection is wrong, you have to take the information deriving from the opposite side.
For the moment nothing can be said about those areas in which both projections are wrong, but as
we’ll see later these zones can be solved quite effectively with the technical of the trained filter.
The algorithm that is emerging (algorithm4.2) is a little more complex than the previous one and
takes into account the areas where the error is marked.
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Algorithm 4.2 Modified interpolation algorithm
%%%D_LR=disparity left right
%%%D_RL=disparity right left
%%%R=right original image
%%%L=left original image
%%%R_pro=projected right image
%%%L_pro=projected right image
%%%P=position of the image
%%%I=reconstructed image
%%%E_R=error of the right side
%%%E_L=error of the left side
R_pro(x,y)=R(x+P*D_RL(x,y),y+P*D_RL(x,y))
L_pro(x,y)=L(x+(1-P)*D_LR(x,y),y+(1-P)*D_LR(x,y))
if(R_pro(x,y)==0) %%%occlusion in the R_pro
I(x,y)=L_pro(x,y)
elseif(L_pro(x,y)==0) %%%occlusion in the L_pro
I(x,y)=R_pro(x,y)
else %%%information in both images
if(E_R(x,y)!=0&&E_L(x,y)==0)
I(x,y)=L_pro(x,y)
elseif(E_R(x,y)==0&&E_L(x,y)!=0)
I(x,y)=R_pro(x,y)
else
I(x,y)=mean(R_pro(x,y),L_pro(x,y))
end
return I
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The technique does not correct all the errors introduced by the disparity map, however, removes
some of the errors that would be generated by a simple interpolation as the previous ones.
Before showing some of the results we try to understand how to find and use the error mask which
is the basis of this new process.
The main idea is quite intuitive. Prior to project images to be interpolated into the desired position,
proceed with a full projection (Fig.4.7), that is a projection of the right image using the right left
disparity map in the original left position (and vice versa for the image in the opposite side).
Now are available the image projected using the disparity map (with errors) and the original image;
in this situation we can compare the two, and mark the areas that differ over a certain threshold.
The process to evaluated the error is only anticipated in this section and will be discussed in more
details later when we’ll use the error mask in order to reduce the artifacts.
Figure 4.7: Recover error mask.
The techniques to define the errors mask can be manifold. The topic will be addressed in detail in
the following section, however, we anticipate some basic concepts and issues which may arise.
First we must insist that this mask must represent precisely the errors due to inaccurate disparity;
this means that all errors generated by the different luminance between the two original images should
be excluded from this count, so we should generally choose a threshold that identifies all the mismatch
errors, and at the same time does not identify other errors. The errors due to different luminance are not
uncommon in the images examined, just think about the presence of different reflections that affects
the views in different positions.
Also in the areas of texture this problem is very acute, as well as the problems of different lu-
minance, is present in these areas the sub pixel problem2. The fact that the disparity are represented
in integer numbers (and not with infinite precision), makes these areas very difficult to handle with,
since even a single pixel mismatch can lead to a significant mismatch of the patterns that represent the
texture.
2Generally the disparity maps are computed to integer precision, i.e. d(x,y) ∈ Z. Some algorithms attempt to calculate a
fractional part for each disparity using sub-pixel estimation, but such techniques are still tentative and can produce incorrect
results.
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The techniques used for the calculation of the errors are mainly the absolute difference, or alter-
natively the correlation, although it is computationally very expensive.
Then in its simplest form, the approach is as follows:
Err(x,y) =
{
|O(x,y)−P(x,y)| i f |O(x,y)−P(x,y)|> thr
0 otherwise
where Err is the error mask, O is the original image, P is the projected one and thr is the chosen
threshold.
We now show some results obtained with the second kind of interpolation just explained.
The results only reduce errors that could be excluded in the interpolation process, while other
artifacts present in the image must be eliminated using a different technique which will be discussed
later.
The disparity used were corrupted with a sub-sampling of 8×8, and the errors solved in this phase
are marked in the images with a circle (Fig.4.8, 4.9, 4.10).
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between interpolator (image1).
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Figure 4.9: Comparison between interpolator (image2).
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Figure 4.10: Comparison between interpolator (image3).
4.2 Occlusion
Occluded regions are spatially coherent groups of pixels that can be seen in one image of a stereo pair
but not in the other [20]. These regions mark discontinuities in depth and are important for any process
which must preserve object boundaries, such as segmentation, motion analysis, and object identifica-
tion. There is psycho-physical evidence that the human visual system uses geometrical occlusion
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relationships during binocular stereopsis to reason about the spatial relationships between objects in
the world.
Occlusion: parts of scene that appears in only one of the images, this means that there are points that
does not have the corresponding area image.
Clearly it is not possible to define any disparity for these points.
In general, these points are filled with the disparity that belongs to the background3. This process
is performed because the disparity is considered a dense map that associates to each point a point of
the image in the opposite side. It must be taken into account that in general the areas that appear
occluded after a projection can be recovered from the projection made on the opposite side (this is not
always true when one considers occlusions from both sides).
About this topic we can make some considerations:
• Occlusions occur in a discontinuity area (where a foreground object ends and starts the back-
ground, but not when you switch from background to foreground object).
• If we consider a complete projection (in the opposite direction), the magnitude of occlusion is
the difference of values in the discontinuity:
i f DLR(x,y)> DLR(x,y+1)
⇓
Lpro jected(x, [y+1,y+2, · · · ,y+DLR(x,y)−DLR(x,y+1)]) = occluded areas
else
⇓
no occluded areas
where DLR(x,y) is the estimated disparity map Left Right in the point (x,y) and Lpro jected is the
projected image using the original left image L and the disparity DLR, that is:
Lpro jected(x,y) = L(x+DLR(x,y),y+DLR(x,y)).
In short, to realize where the occlusions are present in the projected image, it’s enough to do a
scan in the dense disparity map, and where we encounters a positive discontinuity, will be generated
an occlusion as long as the value of the discontinuity difference.
In the following sections the occlusions that occur in the interpolated image will be divided in
three different categories. The division will be clear later when we’ll analyze the characteristics of the
different occlusions, for the moment we only list those categories:
• partial occlusion (presents in only one projected image);
3This assumption is not always true, in fact some estimators fill this lack of information with different techniques.
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• half occlusion (presents in both projected images, but there are some information of the back-
ground);
• full occlusion (presents in both projected images).
4.2.1 Partial occlusion
These occlusions are the easiest to solve.
Consist of a lack of information in only one of the projected images, this allows us to fill these
“gaps” with information coming from the projected image on the opposite side.
Figure 4.11: Partial occlusions.
Fig.4.11 shows the case of partial occlusions. As stated in these cases the reconstruction of the
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interpolated image is not difficult.
In fact, suppose that we have both the image projected in the same position, where Lpro jected is the
Left projected image using the disparity Left Right, and Rpro jected is the Right projected image using
the Right Left disparity; if we define I as the interpolated image, then we can reconstruct I as below:
i f Lpro jected(x,y) = occluded pixel⇒ I(x,y) = Rpro jected(x,y)
elsei f Rpro jected(x,y) = occluded pixel⇒ I(x,y) = Lpro jected(x,y).
In areas where the information is present in both images you can instead use the interpolation
technique described in the previous section.
4.2.2 Half occlusion
This kind of occlusions occur, for instance, if you have foreground object next to each other.
In these cases there is an occlusion in the area between the objects; the only difference that occurs
between this type of occlusion and those that will be presented in the next section (full occlusion), is
that in these cases you can find a piece of background suitable to recover the occluded areas. We have
not yet said how this is possible, in fact this topic will be discussed later when we explain how to use
the trained filters. For the moment we can think that we have a technique that allows the reconstruction
of the occluded areas if the values of the previous pixels are provided.
Then it is obvious that if we assume that this technique is available, we must give to the pixel
values that belong to the background to reconstruct the occluded area. This assumption is always
satisfied, because if you get an occluded area in the projected image, it is always verified that this area
belongs to the background in the original images.
To find in which direction we should filter the occlusion we should be able to understand which
areas of the interpolated image belong to the background, and which belong to the foreground object.
This is a fairly simple task, in fact the procedure would be as follows:
reconstruct the disparity map by interpolating the projected disparity maps, and then look at that
side of occlusion that has the lower value of disparity, that side will also indicate the direction of
filtration.
In the first pace we’ll provide an example of a case where this kind of occlusion appears (Fig.4.12).
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Figure 4.12: Half occlusions.
Merging together the two projected images we will get the interpolated image in the desired po-
sition (Fig.4.13), and we obtain also the interpolated disparity. This new disparity, as mentioned, is
suitable to understand in which direction we have to filter the image. In this case we give some possi-
ble value to the pixel in the disparity. The direction of filtering is illustrated in the image with a black
arrow (starting from the minimum value).
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Figure 4.13: Example of the procedure.
We use the same notation used before: we define also DLRpro jected the Left Right disparity pro-
jected in the same position of the interpolated image, and DRLpro jected the Right Left disparity pro-
jected in the same position, that is:
DLRpro jected(x,y) = DLR(x+DLR(x,y),y+DLR(x,y))
and
DRLpro jected(x,y) = DRL(x+DRL(x,y),y+DRL(x,y)).
Now we can define Dinterpolated that is the interpolated disparity starting from DLRpro jected and
DRLpro jected .
We also suppose (to use a simpler notation) that the only occluded pixel is in the position (x,y).
So we get the following procedure:
i f I(x,y) = occluded pixel
⇓
i f (Dinterpolated(x,y−1)< Dinterpolated(x,y+1)) ⇒ f ilter I(x,y) f rom I(x,y−1)
else
⇓
f ilter I(x,y) f rom I(x,y+1)
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4.2.3 Full occlusion
As mentioned in previous paragraphs such occlusions are the most difficult to tackle.
In these cases we do not have information that allows us to reconstruct the background and then
we can not simply apply the techniques used previously. In this part we’ll explain two techniques for
dealing with this kind of occlusions, but since now we must take into account that in some cases, this
approach is not enough to solve it. In fact we are trying to reconstruct information in an area where
we don’t know what in this picture there is, and also we can not retrieve this information from original
images, in fact if it were so, a full occlusion would not be present in the interpolated image (Fig.4.15,
Fig.4.16).
The methods proposed to tackle the problem are as follows:
1. STEP MODE:
In general this type of occlusions are mostly present in the interpolated image in a central posi-
tion in comparison to the two original images; this issue is due to the fact that in this position
are present the larger occlusions arising from the right or the left images. The proposed method
consists on moving towards the image in which are present this type of occlusions (we assume
for simplicity that this is the central image) using small steps and every step recover the disparity
and the original image4 in new positions.
2. DISCONTINUITY PROJECTION:
This second method propose to store all the discontinuities present in both disparity maps. Later,
in the interpolation, we can project these discontinuities with their values in the interpolated
disparity. This allows us to reconstruct an interpolated disparity plausible with the considered
view; once obtained this new disparity we know from which direction filter the interpolated
image.
The procedure explained above may not be clear, but later we are going to describe the two method in
more detail, first we begin with some examples of images in which we can find the full occlusion.
A known case of such events occurs when there are two objects close to each others whose distance
is less than what they have compared to the background:
D(O1,O2)< D(O1,BG) or D(O1,O2)< D(O2,BG)
where the function D(·, ·) define the distance of two object; O1and O2 are the object considered
and BG is the background (Fig.4.14).
4In this case it refers to the filtered image.
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Figure 4.14: Distance between objects and background.
Figure 4.15: Full occlusions.
Figure 4.16: Interpolated image and disparity.
4.2.3.1 Step mode
The technique STEP MODE supposes that in a position different from the position in which there is a
full occlusion, is present at most one half occlusion. In this case we can proceed as described above
and thus obtain an new filtered image, then we will use this new image as a new original image.
In order to be able to project the image obtained in a different position, we also have to have a new
disparity map that refers to the position just calculated. This is not really a big problem, because if
we assume that in the calculated position there are just a half occlusion, we can fill the new projected
disparity with the values from the background5.
Let proceed step by step and see how we can implement the procedure. In the following example
we assume that in the central position there is a big occlusion, and in other positions there are at
5Pixel repetition starting from the background.
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most half occlusion. We also proceed from left to right for simplicity, however proceeding from the
opposite side is identical.
1. STEP MODE (1):
1.1 Projection of the original image in position 0.1 from left
1.2 Interpolation of the images
1.3 Filtering of the obtained image
L01(x,y) = L(x+DLR(x,y) ·0.1,y+DLR(x,y) ·0.1)
R09(x,y) = R(x+DRL(x,y) ·0.9,y+DRL(x,y) ·0.9)
I01 = INTERPOLATION(L01,R09)
I01 = FILTER(I01)
2. STEP MODE(2):
2.1 Recover the new disparity in different position and fill it with pixel repetition
2.2 Projection of the new original image in position 0.2 from left
2.3 Interpolation of the images
2.4 Filtering of the obtained image
DLR01(x,y) = DLR(x+DLR(x,y) ·0.1,y+DLR(x,y) ·0.1)
DLR01 = FILL(DLR01)
L02(x,y) = I01(x+DLR01(x,y) ·0.1,y+DLR01(x,y) ·0.1)
R08(x,y) = R(x+DRL(x,y) ·0.8,y+DRL(x,y) ·0.8)
I02 = INTERPOLATION(L02,R08)
I02 = FILTER(I02)
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STEP MODE(3):
3.1 Recover the new disparity in different position and fill it with pixel repetition
3.2 Projection of the new original image in position 0.3 from left
3.3 Interpolation of the images
3.4 Filtering of the obtained image
DLR02(x,y) = DLR01(x+DLR01(x,y) ·0.1,y+DLR01(x,y) ·0.1)
DLR02 = FILL(DLR02)
L03(x,y) = I02(x+DLR02(x,y) ·0.1,y+DLR02(x,y) ·0.1)
R07(x,y) = R(x+DRL(x,y) ·0.7,y+DRL(x,y) ·0.7)
I03 = INTERPOLATION(L03,R07)
I03 = FILTER(I03)
The following steps (STEP MODE(4), STEP MODE(5))6 are intuitive and will not be reported.
Fig.4.17 summarizes the various iterations performed to obtain the final result.
The notation used is fairly intuitive:
Li and Ri are the left and right projected images located in the position i starting from the left side.
DLRi and DRLi are instead the Left Right and the Right left disparity projected in the i position. Finally
we use the notation Ii for the interpolated image in the i position.
6The shift is increased and the output of the filter is used in order to generate the new left view.
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Figure 4.17: Basic scheme.
Figure 4.18: Full occlusion image.
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Position 0.1 starting from the left side
Position 0.2 starting from the left side
Position 0.3 starting from the left side
Position 0.4 starting from the left side
Figure 4.19: Iteration step mode.
In Fig.4.18 we can see that there is a full occlusion between the arm and head and the background
is not present: in this case the applied filter performs poorly. In Fig.4.19 the steps are illustrated.
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Figure 4.20: Before the method and after the step mode.
In Fig.4.20 we can note the figure before the elaboration with the presented method and the filtered
one, that is the image obtained with the step iteration.
4.2.3.2 Discontinuity projection
The method just described to solve the full occlusions is very efficient. However, it requires to go
through all the images in previous positions with respect to the image in which there is the full occlu-
sion. This technique is sometimes very expensive in terms of computational time. In fact, if we have a
full occlusion in the image located at 0.5 with respect to the two original images, in this case we must
calculate all the previous images placed in all previous positions (i.e., position 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4).
Also, explaining how the technique works, we have emphasized that this method works only in the
case in which in the previous position image there is not such kind of occlusion, and this hypothesis
is quite restrictive.
A method less expensive than the previous and similar to what has been done for the half occlusion
could be achieved, just take into account to search the minimum disparity value in all the neighboring
pixels around the occlusions.
In fact treating the half occlusion we have considered to filter this “hole” of information coming
from the left or from the right side. We might think of increasing the possible directions of filtering
and thus resolve some cases of full occlusions, for instance coming from the pixels above or below.
In Fig.4.21 is shown a typical scenario. There are two objects closer to the cameras in the position
0 (Left view) and 1 (Right view). If we proceed until the middle position (0.5 view) interpolating
the projected images we’ll see a frontal projection which appears in Fig.4.22, where the black areas
represent the occlusions in the image.
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Figure 4.21: General example.
Figure 4.22: Frontal middle view.
As is evident from the previous illustrations, the easiest (and also the most naive) method to solve
this type of occlusion would be to filter starting from the direction where the disparity is smallest, that
is:
m= min(D(x−1,y),D(x+1,y),D(x,y−1),D(x,y+1))
DIRECTION OF FILTERING=

FROM LEFT i f m= D(x−1,y)
FROM RIGHT i f m= D(x+1,y)
FROMUP i f m= D(x,y+1)
FROM DOWN i f m= D(x,y−1)
where min(·, ·, ·, ·) is the function that gives the minimum value, D(x,y) is the value of the interpolated
disparity, and (x,y) the point occluded.
If we consider that the gray scales with which was represented Fig.4.22 is the same as in the
interpolated disparity (the darkest objects is most distant from the camera and has the smallest value
in the disparity) it is intuitively to understand that the directions chosen to filter the occlusion are
equivalently FROM LEFT , FROM RIGHT or FROMUP.
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As mentioned, this approach is sometimes a too simplistic way to address the problem of the full
occlusions, and could lead to a reconstruction of intermediate views totally wrong. In fact, changing
a bit the previous example it can be seen how the resolution offered is no more correct. Consider now
instead of the Fig.4.21 the Fig.4.23.
Figure 4.23: General example.
We can note that moving toward the middle view using the projected image, now we obtain the
frontal view shown in Fig.4.24.
Figure 4.24: Frontal view.
In this case, using the technique DIRECTION OF FILTERING described above, there would be
a wrong reconstruction of the central image. Keeping the same notation as before (where darker gray
in the image is relate to a low value of disparity, while black represents an occlusion) the algorithm
solves the occlusion filtering the image from the top of the occlusion.
This filter would introduce a “hole” inside the object, and reconstruction of the image in the
position 0.5 is not consistent with the two original images (Fig.4.25).
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Figure 4.25: Correct and incorrect reconstruction of the frontal image.
The only way to solve this type of problem would be to fill these occlusions with the values of the
disparity that is more similar to that found in the original disparities and then recover the direction of
filtering using this new disparity.
The main idea in order to recover this new disparity is to track, in the original disparity, the points
that generate the occlusions and then project these values in the interpolated disparity. Now we un-
derstand that the occlusions are present in all the areas where there are discontinuities in the disparity.
Knowing this assumed we can scan each line in the original disparity and then keep track of val-
ues in which we find a discontinuity. Furthermore we know that the occlusions are generated only
when, during the scan, we go from an object with a high disparity to a smallest disparity object (e.g.,
background) and not vice versa. During the scan we have to pay attention because in the Left Right
disparity this check must be made from the left and moving toward right, otherwise in the Right Left
disparity, should be made from the right and moving toward left.
LEFT RIGHT SCAN:
DMLR(x,y) =
{
DLR(x,y)−DLR(x+1,y) i f DLR(x,y)> DLR(x+1,y)
0 otherwise
(4.1)
where DMLR is the discontinuity mask of the Left Right disparity DLR
RIGHT LEFT SCAN:
DMRL(x,y) =
{
DRL(x,y)−DRL(x−1,y) i f DRL(x,y)> DRL(x−1,y)
0 otherwise
(4.2)
where DMRL is the discontinuity mask of the Right Left disparity DRL
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Figure 4.26: Left Right and Right Left disparity.
Figure 4.27: Discontinuity mask.
In Fig.4.26 are illustrated the Left Right and the Right left disparity maps; the value assigned are
the values of the disparity maps and as usual the darkest gray mean that the object is far from the
cameras.
In Fig.4.27 are instead shown the two discontinuity masks evaluated with the equation (4.1) and
(4.2). The main idea behind the calculation of discontinuity mask is that we can project the values
found in the interpolated disparity in order to create plausible values where there are the full occlusion.
Suppose that we have the interpolated disparity Dinterpolated that has an occlusion point in the
coordinates (x,y).
Let DMLRpro jected and DMRLpro jected the discontinuity mask projected in the same position p (from
the left side) of the interpolated disparity:
DMLRpro jected(x,y) = DMLR(x+ p ·DLR(x,y),y+ p ·DLR(x,y))
DMRLpro jected(x,y) = DMRL(x+(1− p) ·DRL(x,y),y+(1− p) ·DRL(x,y))
Now we can fill the occlusion in the interpolated disparity with the previous value minus the
discontinuity projected in the same point.
Consider for simplicity only the DMLRpro jected(x,y), then:
Dinterpolated(x,y) = Dinterpolted(x−1,y)−DMLRpro jected(x,y). (4.3)
Equation (4.3) can be rewritten using the discontinuity mask from the other side DMRLpro jected ,
but generally if the disparity are well estimated there is no difference between the equations. However
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in the real case the disparity always present some difference to each other and the choice of which of
the equations works better is not simple. In general the choice that works best consists in filling the
occlusion with the minimum value recovered, in the following part we will see cases where the choice
of lower values of the disparity is the best.
Figure 4.28: Left Right and Right left disparity.
In Fig.4.28 we propose the two original disparity maps; the block represent the object and the
value is the correspondent disparity value. The situations that may occur in different shifts are shown
in Fig.4.29.
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Example 1
Example 2
Example 3
Figure 4.29: Different shifts that can occur.
Choosing the minimum between the two values to fill the interpolated disparity provides the fol-
lowing results:
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Figure 4.30: Interpolated disparity.
Looking at the results obtained with the following technique (Fig.4.30) it is immediately evident
that the only filling that has truly recreated the initial disparity is the first. However, our purpose is not
to be able to create a disparity perfectly faithful to the starting one, but find an interpolated disparity
that allows us to understand in which direction we have to filter the occlusion. Now that we have
recovered this new dense disparity, we have to compare the values just inserted and the neighboring
values that do not belong to the full occlusion areas. This technique is similar to the previous method
DIRECTION OF FILTERING but now we don’t find the minimum value of the disparity, but the
most similar to that just inserted.
If D(x,y) is the value of the interpolated disparity, (x,y) the point occluded, and DF the value of
the filled disparity in this point, then:
m= min(|D(x−1,y)−DF |, |D(x+1,y)−DF |, |D(x,y−1)−DF |, |D(x,y+1))−DF |
FILTERING=

FROM LEFT i f m= |D(x−1,y)−DF |
FROM RIGHT i f m= |D(x+1,y)−DF |
FROMUP i f m= |D(x,y+1)−DF |
FROM DOWN i f m= |D(x,y−1)−DF |
where min(·, ·, ·, ·) is the function that give the minimum value.
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Figure 4.31: Interpolated disparity.
Figure 4.32: Filled disparity (Discontinuity projection)
In Fig.4.31 is illustrated a disparity maps with occluded point. In Fig.4.32 is instead shown the
filled one using the explained technique.
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Chapter 5
Artifacts and occlusions filtering
This last chapter is devoted to explaining the techniques used to reduce artifacts in the interpolated
image and how to filter the occlusions.
As mentioned, we will use the trained filter described in the preceding chapters.
We will explain in what way to train these filters and give some guidelines for the proper func-
tioning of the algorithm. Regarding the use of mathematical explanations in the LMS algorithm and
all possible problems in managing the generated matrices, the reader is referred to the section 2.3.
5.1 Error mask
Before filtering the interpolated image in which there are the artifacts introduced by mismatch in
disparity maps, it is necessary to identify which point are effectively errors.
In the chapter devoted to interpolation we have already mentioned how we can obtain the error
mask. The process is essentially to compare one of the original images with the image projected
through the disparity maps; the idea behind this method is that the errors in the disparity maps are
included in the projected image and that we can identify them by a comparison with the original image
(in which there are no artifacts). This way to proceed, however, suggests that the two original images
are perfectly identical in luminance, otherwise the found errors would be the differences between
the two original images, which actually are not artifacts due to incorrect disparity. The problem we
face is difficult to solve because in a real situation the original images have different luminance, just
think how differently the light illuminates different parts of the picture, and then images in different
positions. For instance in the right image there may be present reflections that there are not in the
left, and vice versa. We must find a method that reduces these errors (which are not artifacts) and at
the same time that is able to trace all the errors introduced by the disparity maps. The comparison
technique illustrated in the interpolation and in the equation (5.1) is therefore insufficient to achieve
our aim (Fig.5.1).
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Figure 5.1: Scheme of the comparators.
The comparison technique illustrated in Fig.5.1 is referred to both the original image and the
process to find the error mask is as follow:
Err(x,y) =
{
|O(x,y)−P(x,y)| i f |O(x,y)−P(x,y)|> thr
0 otherwise
(5.1)
where Err is the error mask, O is the original image, P is the projected one and thr is the chosen
threshold.
Below are explained a few strategies in which we can achieve the desired purpose, always pay
attention that there is not a solution that will solve the problem optimally.
1. Estimate errors using a block matching
(a) Increases the errors mask
(b) Can cause loss of fine detail in the filtering
2. Use a luminance normalization for the considered images
(a) Reduces the problems of luminance between the images
(b) Problems due to a the sub-pixel representation of disparity are not solved
3. Block matching and normalization
(a) Inherits strengths and weaknesses of the previous methods
4. Compare the images previously filtered
(a) Reduces the problems of luminance in the texture areas
(b) We must choose appropriate parameters to filter (not the same for all images)
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Estimate errors using a block matching
This method involves that the comparison is not made pixel by pixel, but rather using cluster of pixels,
this eliminates isolated errors caused by the difference in luminance. The disadvantage of this method
is that if the chosen threshold is not optimal you can expand or restrict the mask incorrectly.
Comparator block realizes the following function:
Err(Ci) =
{
|O(Ci)−P(Ci)| i f |O(Ci)−P(Ci)|> thr
0 otherwise
where Err is the error mask, O is the original image, P is the projected one and thr is the chosen
threshold. Ci is the considered cluster with an aperture i.
The cluster is defined as:
Ci =

(x− i,y− i) · · · (x− i,y) · · · (x− i,y+ i)
...
. . .
(x− i,y) (x,y) (x+ i,y)
...
. . .
(x− i,y+ i) (x+ i,y) (x+ i,y+ i)
 .
It is clear that with the adopted notation C0 represents the same comparator set out in the process
of interpolation.
Use a luminance normalization for the considered images
An alternative solution would be to normalize the image before the comparison. This technique is
efficient enough, however, because the comparison is done pixel by pixel, this technique does not
correct the errors caused by the sub-pixel1 problem.
The chosen normalization factor should make the comparison robust even if they have different
luminance.
To achieve this purpose we can use the average calculated in the original and projected images,
this should scale the comparison with the values in the images. In order to achieve this goal we can
implement a local comparison (using a local normalization factors), but the normalization factor is
much more stable as more information is considered to evaluate it (global normalization factor).
In this section we will discuss only the global normalization in the images, assuming that the
difference in luminance affect the images in a uniform and global distortion.
normpro jected = mean(P)
normoriginal = mean(O)
Err(x,y) =
{
| P(x,y)normpro jected −
O(x,y)
normoriginal
| i f | P(x,y)normpro jected −
O(x,y)
normoriginal
|> thr
0 otherwise
(5.2)
1The disparity maps is a matrix of integer numbers, even when the shift to which it refers is a real number.
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where normpro jected and normoriginal are the normalization factor of the projected and of the origi-
nal image, mean(I) is the mean of the value of the image I and, as usual, O and P are the original and
the projected images.
Block matching and normalization
This method is a combination of the two above.
It performs well against the errors caused by the sub-pixel problem, however, as with the first
method, we have to be careful in the choice of the threshold, because it may lead to incorrect results
in the calculation of the error mask.
The equation (5.2) becomes in this case:
Err(Ci) =
{
| O(Ci)normpro jected −
P(Ci)
normoriginal
| i f | O(Ci)normpro jected −
P(Ci)
normoriginal
|> thr
0 otherwise
with the same notation used before.
Compare the images properly filtered
This method is based on the following consideration.
Most of the errors caused by the disparity, are in the edges of the object. The errors due to
different luminance of the two original images, instead, are in the areas of texture, where there is a lot
of activity without the presence of edges between objects. The observations made are correct in most
of the pictures considered. Therefore it is appropriate to filter the images before the comparison, in
order to make “uniform” the values in the texture areas and leave intact the value in the edge of the
object. The idea is to use the band pass filters to keep the edge and limit the presence of errors in the
luminance. Fig.5.2 illustrates the basic process.
Figure 5.2: Pass band filter scheme.
The comparator can be implemented with one of the techniques described above. The problem
with this method is the choice of the thresholds for the implementation of the filter. In fact, the error
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mask that is generated by the chosen comparator, will be strongly influenced by the choices of the
bandwidth (which generally depends on the considered images).
The following proposed results are calculated using the technique of normalization with the global
parameter. It must be also taken into account that the calculation of the errors mask is a very impor-
tant process to create the interpolated image, since the interpolator presented uses the error mask to
generate the image.
5.2 Direction of filtering
As done before, we suppose we have a technique that allows us to reconstruct the value of the artifact
pixels if the values of the previous pixels are provided (this method will be explained later).
Now we consider to have both the error masks (Left right mask and Right Left mask); we must
now find a procedure to understand if the found errors should be filtered starting from the left or vice
versa, starting from the right. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 5.3.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: Image(a), error mask(b), image and mask(c).
In Fig.5.3(a) is illustrated the interpolated image; Fig.5.3(b) represents instead the mask recover
from both the direction and then merged, and Fig.5.3(c) is the image covered by the mask. The
problem that now we have to address is in which direction to filter the error (marked with dark gray)
present in the error mask. The output value of the filter is a linear combination of the provided pixels.
In order to simplify the illustration we assume that the output in a certain position is the value of the
pixel located in the previous position.
If we suppose to filter the interpolated image only where the error mask is equal to 1, the images
that we will get are illustrated in Fig.5.4.
Figure 5.4: General example.
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If we denote the point (x,y) as error we get the following interpolated image
I(x,y) =
{
C(I(x−1,y), I(x−2,y), · · · I(x− i,y)) i f FILTER FROM LEFT
C(I(x+1,y), I(x+2,y), · · · I(x+ i,y)) i f FILTER FROM RIGHT
where the function C(·, ·, · · ·) is a linear combination of the provided pixel, I is the interpolated
image and i is the filter aperture. Now let’s explore how we can find the most appropriate direction to
filter the errors found.
We must find a method that allows us to understand if the errors we found with the error mask
belong to an object or if it would be more appropriate to filter them taking into account the values of
the background. However, this process can not be done directly on the interpolated image because
in it there are errors that we have to filter, and therefore can not give us any information about how
to filter them. We must, instead, extrapolate those useful information from the two original images,
which are the only ones that do not have artifacts introduced by the disparity maps.
The basic idea is then to control each pixel marked as error in the mask and understand if this
pixel belongs to the background or to an object. Then, if a pixel marked as an error is identified in the
original image as a pixel that belongs to an object it should be filtered in order to reconstruct the object,
while if it is identified as a pixel that belong to the background, we have to rebuild in the interpolated
image a value that is compatible with the background.
Figure 5.5: Check.
The proposed procedure is defined as follow:
i f EMLR(x,y) 6= 0
then CHECK(L(x,y))
i f L(x,y) ∈ Ob ject⇒ FILTER FROM OBJECT
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elsei f L(x,y) ∈ Backround⇒ FILTER FROM BACKGROUND
where EMLR is the error mask generated by the Left Right disparity and L is the left original
image.
We must take into account that the check is performed on the original image, while we have to
filter the interpolated image. The check is presented in Fig.5.5 and is calculated only for the mask in
the left position, but this has to be done for both masks.
As we did during the refinement of disparity maps, the first method that could be used to find
the direction of filtering would be to use an edge detector. In the following we’ll described a simple
example of how to use this technique to achieve our target.
Applying an edge detector to the original we’ll obtain the image presented in Fig.5.6(a) where
the marked contours are the found edges. In Fig.5.6(b) is instead represented the output of the edge
detector covered by the error mask (the black blocks are the errors detected).
(a) (b)
Figure 5.6: Edge detector output(a) and error mask(b).
As seen in Fig.5.6(b) if you are able to locate the edge of the objects, it’s quite simple to figure out
in which way to filter the error. In fact, you can start from the error and filter to the nearest edge that
was detected (as showed with the black arrows). However, this technique inherits all the disadvantages
of edge detector: to choose one or more thresholds to define the sensitivity, and also we have to take
into account that in the texture areas generally the edge detector does not provide the desired results.
In the next section we will try to give the base line of a technique that doesn’t use an edge detector
and can achieve our goal while remaining robust enough in texture areas.
5.2.1 ADRC
The ADRC code had been previously presented in the classification of the picture area to reduce the
training phase. First we have to choose a certain aperture i and evaluated the average of the values of
the pixel that belong to the vector. The average is useful as threshold to set the neighbor to 1or to 0
based to the values itself.
Review how it works:
Let X a vector with i elements:
X = [x1,x2, · · · ,xi−1,xi]
then:
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f or j = 1,2, · · · , i x j =
{
1 i f x j > mean(X)
0 otherwise
The major advantage of this code is that it does not require thresholds, because the threshold used
is in the vector itself: it’s its average.
The proposed idea is to use the ADRC code in the original image, centering the vector on the errors
that the mask identifies. When the code is calculated we can check if the error found is consistent with
the object or with the background and filter it accordingly. This method is based on the ability of the
ADRC code to generate an output that has a step if it applies to a vector that is centered between an
object and the background. This technique involves the use of two sliding windows, one centered in
the error point in order to define the aperture of the vector for the calculation of the ADRC code, the
other window is smaller and is used to verify if inside the coded vector there is the presence of a step.
The procedure is as follows:
EMLR(x,y) 6= 0
⇓
WADRC = ADRC(L([x− i,x− i+1, · · · ,x−1,x,x+1, · · ·x+ i−1,x+ i],y))
⇓
WSTEP =WADRC([x− j,x− j+1, · · · ,x−1,x,x+1, · · ·x+ j−1,x+ j],y) with j < i
⇓
CHECK(WSTEP)
where EMLR is as usual the error mask in left position, WADRC is the first sliding window (with
i aperture) and WSTEP is the second and smallest window useful to verify if there is a step (with j
aperture). In the following part we will introduce a useful example to understand the details of the
procedure (see Fig.5.7).
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Figure 5.7: Example.
We must now understand how to decide the direction of filtering using the found step. First we see
the various cases that may occur using the described method:
1. Step found: occurs when in the original image there are different object (or one object and the
background) inside the window WADRC and WSTEP.
2. Step found in only one direction: occurs when in the original image there are an object and a
texture area inside the window WADRC and WSTEP.
3. Step not found: occurs when in the original image there is the same object (or background)
inside the window WSTEP.
Step found
This is the case presented in Fig.5.7 and proposed in a different situation in Fig.5.8.
Figure 5.8: Case of step found.
This is the case that is more obvious to solve. In fact, if we consider that the ADRC code content
in the window WSTEP give us information on the edge of an object, we can immediately see in which
direction to filter the error marked in the mask EMLR. Let EMLR(x,y) 6= 0 then:
DIRECTION FILTER= LEFT
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i f WSTEP([x− j, · · ·x],y) = 0¯ ∧ WSTEP([x+1, · · ·x+ j],y) = 1¯
or
i f WSTEP([x− j, · · ·x],y) = 1¯ ∧ WSTEP([x+1, · · ·x+ j],y) = 0¯
DIRECTION FILTER= RIGHT
i f WSTEP([x, · · ·x+ j],y) = 0¯ ∧ WSTEP([x− j, · · ·x−1],y) = 1¯
or
i f WSTEP([x, · · ·x+ j],y) = 1¯ ∧ WSTEP([x− j, · · ·x−1],y) = 0¯
where WSTEP is the step window with 2 j+1 aperture, 0¯ is a vector with j elements equal to 0 and
1¯ is a vector with j elements equal to 1.
Step found in only one direction
Figure 5.9: Case of step found in only one direction.
This situation can happen when we are dealing with an area of texture that makes the ADRC code
unstable in one direction (Fig.5.9). However, we can proceed as in the previous case, in fact we have
identified a step in one direction and we can assume that in the original image there is an edge. Then
with the same notation used before we have:
DIRECTION FILTER= LEFT
i f WSTEP([x− j, · · ·x],y) = 0¯
or
i f WSTEP([x− j, · · ·x],y) = 1¯
DIRECTION FILTER= RIGHT
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i f WSTEP([x, · · ·x+ j],y) = 0¯
or
i f WSTEP([x, · · ·x+ j],y) = 1¯
Step not found
Figure 5.10: Case of step not found.
This is a situation where we can not determine the direction, because we are dealing with a case of
ambiguity (Fig.5.10). In fact the mask assures us that there is an error, however, with the ADRC
code we are not able to extract any information useful for recovering the direction that allows us to
reconstruct a plausible information in the interpolated image. This can happen when we consider a
very small detail in comparison to the windowWADRC or when we are in an area where the pixel values
are very similar to each other and the disparity is incorrect2.
In this case we will not consider the error reported by the mask. In fact, choosing an arbitrary
direction might achieve the wrong results and thus would create artifacts in the image.
5.2.2 Dynamic ADRC
In the latter case of the previous part we have seen that taking too large the WADRC window for the
evaluation of the ADRC code, can lead to cases of ambiguity that we do not know how to solve. To
solve these cases we must therefore reduce the window until we can find a step.
However, this idea can lead to an unstable ADRC code, because longer is the considered window,
more stable will be the threshold of the ADRC code (the threshold is in fact the average of the vector
in question).
2This happens very frequently as a flat area is very difficult to correlate when the disparity maps are evaluated.
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Figure 5.11: Convergence of the mean.
For example, we can see how the mean of the vector reaches stable values if we consider many
values. In Fig.5.11 is illustrated the mean of a line of an original image. More value are considered
and more the value of the mean (in the vertical axis) converge.
Using these considerations, we make some changes to the method introduced in the previous
section, in particular to solve cases of ambiguity where the window WADRC was too large.
The main idea is to start from a windowWADRC with a fixed aperture iSTART . Then apply the check
step for the classification of the error in all cases where this is possible. In those cases where there are
ambiguities we do not delete the error, but we proceed with a reduction of the window until the final
value of iEND, and then we’ll repeat for each opening, the check step.
The procedure is as follow:
1. i= iSTART
2. EMLR(x,y) 6= 0
3. WADRC = ADRC(L([x− i,x− i+1, · · · ,x−1,x,x+1, · · ·x+ i−1,x+ i],y))
4. WSTEP =WADRC([x− j,x− j+1, · · · ,x−1,x,x+1, · · ·x+ j−1,x+ j],y) with j < i
5. CHECK(WSTEP)
6. i f CHECK(WSTEP) = FOUND ⇒ ERRORCLASSIFICATION
7. else i= iSTART −1 ⇒ JUMP TO 3
Where at the end of the procedure (when we reached the minimum window iEND) has not solved the
case of ambiguity, we delete the error and will not try to rebuild the concerned area.
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In Fig.5.12 we present the scheme in order to make the process more clear.
Figure 5.12: Dynamic ADRC.
5.2.3 Post interpolator masks
The technique described in the previous section gives a classification of the errors found by comparing
the original images and projected images. The two error masks are then classified through the ADRC
code on the two original images.
The next operation is to project the error masks in the same position in which we have evaluated the
interpolated image and successively to proceed with the filtering, taking into account the previously
computed classification.
The ADRC code is not foolproof and could lead, however, to inconsistency in the classified pro-
jected error masks; moreover and also we have to keep in mind that we are working with disparity that
may have mismatch with the original images. These considerations suggests that in the two projected
masks the following inconsistencies can be found:
ELRD(x,y) = ERLD(x,y) or ELLD(x,y) = ERRD(x,y)
where:
ELRD is the error mask evaluated in the Left position and classified as error to filter from Right
direction;
ERLD is the error mask evaluated in the Right position and classified as error to filter from Left
direction;
ELLD is the error mask evaluated in the Left position and classified as error to filter from Left
direction;
ERRD is the error mask evaluated in the Right position and classified as error to filter from Right
direction.
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This inconsistency can not be solved as in the previous case, in fact in the considered position we
don’t have any reference image without error, but we only have the interpolated image in which there
are the artifacts to be filtered.
These singular points must be eliminated from the total mask (the union of the two masks classified
and projected), and even if we know that in that particular area we have an error, we will not proceed
with the filtering.
Figure 5.13: Classification and elimination ambiguity scheme.
The interpolation and the elimination of ambiguity procedure to recover the total masks is as
follow (Fig.5.13):
ETOTLD(x,y) = ELLDpro jected (x,y)+ERLDpro jected (x,y)
ETOTRD(x,y) = ELRDpro jected (x,y)+ERRDpro jected (x,y)
i f ETOTLD(x,y) = ETOTRD(x,y)
then ETOTLD(x,y) = 0∧ETOTRD(x,y) = 0
Before proceeding with further details to the description of the filter, we summarize the main
blocks showed so far with a general scheme (Fig.5.14, Fig.5.15). For simplicity, where the blocks are
the same in the right or left, we will refer only to left position.
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Figure 5.14: Error mask recover and classification schemes.
Figure 5.15: Interpolation and filtering scheme.
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5.3 Training on the image
In the previous discussion we always assumed to have a technology that allows us to reconstruct the
following values in a certain vector if as input is provided a vector which values are consistent with
the original image. As one would expect, this technology is that described in the early chapters when
we discussed about trained filter to improve the compressed images.
In this chapter, therefore, we will explain how to use the filters found for our purpose: eliminate
occlusions in the interpolated images and reduce the artifacts generated by non-optimal disparity maps.
As already seen this process is divided into two phases:
1. Off-line training.
2. Filtering the image with found coefficients.
5.3.1 Off line training
In this phase we give our system an input (corrupted) and output (original) image and find the coeffi-
cients that minimize the mean squared error.
We have to say right now that the problem is more complex than addressed in the first chapters
when we were looking for coefficients that were capable to do the deblocking and the sharpness
enhancement. In fact, we now need to solve cases of occlusion (absence of information) and the
generated artifacts are areas where the image is completely wrong.
First of all we have to design a method capable to fill the occlusion with a plausible value in
comparison with the two original images. As we discussed, the “hole” of information that we are
dealing with, are due to the full occlusion problem, that is an absence of information from both the
originals images.
A simple method to fill the full occlusion with consistent values is to recover the information that
there are in the two original views in the same position. In order to consider both the information
available (from the right and left image) we can use the mean value of the views.
The procedure is illustrated in Fig.5.16.
Figure 5.16: Mean value filling.
The basic process is as follow:
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We call I the interpolated image and consider that in the point x there is a full occlusion:
I = [a1,a2, · · · ,an,x,an+1, · · · ,a2n−1,a2n]
to solve the occlusion, then we use the formula shown in eq.(5.3),(5.4)
O= mean(L(x),R(x)) (5.3)
Iout put = [a1,a2, · · · ,an,O,an+1, · · · ,a2n−1,a2n] (5.4)
Now that we have inserted a consistent value in the full occlusion point, we can filter it with the
linear trained filter discussed in the first chapter. First of all we have to focus in the training process
and pay attention on the basic point of the procedure.
We must find the coefficients Ci that multiplied by the value of the input vector provide us a value
of output that minimizes the error with the original value. In order to do it we use the method of least
mean square error (LMS) already explained previously.
With the same notation used in the first chapters we define the mean square error to minimized
(eq.(5.5)) and then we derive the equation with respect to the coefficients (eq.(5.6)):
e2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
(FR,c−FF,c)2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
[FR,c( j)−
N
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)]2 (5.5)
∂e2
∂wc(k)
=
Nc
∑
j=1
2FD,c(k, j)[FR,c( j)−
N
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)] = 0 (5.6)
then we have to solve the equation (5.7) in order to recover the coefficients W :
W = X−1Y (5.7)
where:
Xa,b =
Nc
∑
j=1
FD,c(a, j)FD,c(b, j) (a,b= 0,1, . . . ,n)
and:
Y (b) =
Nc
∑
j=1
FD,c(b, j)FR,c( j) (a= 0,1, . . . ,n)
where n is the filter aperture and Ncis the number of the sample that belong to the same class.
Below we propose a simple example by considering a single class consisting of two vectors with
two elements each (the last element is an occlusion).
The two vector is as follow: (a1,a2), (b1,b2) and the relative value of the original image are A and
B.
Then the coefficients w1 and w2 give us the equation (5.8) and (5.9):[
a1 a2
] [ w1
w2
]
= A′ (5.8)
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and [
b1 b2
] [ w1
w2
]
= B′ (5.9)
then the mean square error is:
e2 = (A−A′)2+(B−B′)2 = (A− (a1w1+a2w2))2+(B− (b1w1+b2w2))2
then:
∂e2
∂w1
= 2{a1[A− (w1a1+w2a2)]+b1[B− (w1b1+w2b2)]} (5.10)
and
∂e2
∂w2
= 2{a2[A− (w1a1+w2a2)]+b2[B− (w1b1+w2b2)]}. (5.11)
To minimize the mean square error we have to set the equation (5.10) and (5.11) equal to 0.
Finally we have to solve the following system:{
w1(a21+b
2
1)+w2(a1a2+b1b2) = Aa1+Bb1
w1(a1a2+b1b2)+w2(a22+b
2
2) = Bb2+Aa2
If arranged in a matrix form we obtain eq.(5.12):[
a21+b
2
1 a1a2+b1b2
a1a2+b1b2 a22+b
2
2
][
w1
w2
]
=
[
Aa1+Bb1
Bb2+Aa2
]
(5.12)
then the coefficients are:[
w1
w2
]
=
[
a21+b
2
1 a1a2+b1b2
a1a2+b1b2 a22+b
2
2
]−1[ Aa1+Bb1
Bb2+Aa2
]
The procedure is repeated for each class defined by the ADRC code and then we get a table of
coefficients useful to filter the image.
The off line training procedure is performed taking as reference the two original images and their
projection using the disparity maps (Fig.5.17).
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Figure 5.17: Off line training.
5.3.2 Filtering the interpolated image
After the off line training we have recovered the LUT of coefficients that define the filters that we are
going to use (i is the filter aperture). We assume that the input vector has a pixel occluded and filled
in the central position:
I =
[
a1 a2 · · · f illed pixel · · · ai−1 ai
]
The first thing to do is to evaluate to which class belong the vector. Then we have to calculate the
ADRC code of the vector
n= ADRC
([
a1 a2 · · · f illed pixel · · · ai−1 ai
])
.
Now we can recover the coefficients in the position n in the table.
W = LUT (n) =
[
w1 w2 w3 · · · wi
]
The output of the filter will be:
O= I×W T = [ a1 a2 · · · f illed pixel · · · ai−1 ai ]

w1
w2
w3
...
wi

then the vector of the reconstructed image is:
O=
[
a1 a2 · · · O · · · ai−1 ai
]
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Fig.5.18 shows the general process.
Figure 5.18: General process.
So far we have described the operation of the filters only in case of occlusion. However we want
to reduce the artifacts as well.
In this case we have to implement a procedure able to replace the value marked as error with a
correct information available in the interpolated image.
An important consideration is that now we have to take into account the direction of filtering that
we evaluate when we considered the consistency of the error mask.
Let I=
[
a1 a2 · · · ai Err ai+2 · · · a2i+1 a2i+2
]
the considered vector of the corrupted
image, with the pixel Err marked in the error mask. First we have to check to which mask belong the
considered pixel and then we’ll filter it consequently.
In order to generate a new correct value we can use many techniques. The simplest method is the
pixel repetition, that inserts in the incorrect pixel the value of the previous point (no marked in the
error mask). However, a method the performs better than the previous one, is to use a mean of values
that precede the error pixel.
If Err ∈ ETOTLD the procedure is as follow:
A= mean
([
a1 a2 a3 · · · ai
])
and the output vector will be
[
a1 a2 · · · ai A ai+2 · · · a2i+1 a2i+2
]
.
Otherwise, if Err ∈ ETOTRD we have to proceed as follow:
B= mean
([
ai+2 ai+3 ai+4 · · · a2i+2
])
and the output vector will be
[
a1 a2 · · · ai B ai+2 · · · a2i+1 a2i+2
]
.
5.3.2.1 Bilateral trained filter
When we focused on the mask consistency process we designed a block that eliminates all the error
that we can not group in one of the two direction. In that case we reduce the total error mask and the
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ambiguous point were not considered. In the next section we evaluate a method that can reduce also
these areas using the bilateral filter.
So far we filter the interpolated image only using the linear filter, in fact treating the previous
process we have not considered the bilateral filter. The reason is that, as we saw, this kind of filter
base their operation also on the position and the value of the output pixel, and this is a non sense if we
want to filter an occluded pixel.
Now we consider only the error pixel that were eliminated in the interpolation and suppose that
the whole previous process have completely removed the not ambiguous errors and the occlusions as
well.
The process used is the same shown before in Chapter 2.4, the only difference is that now we filter
only the error eliminated in the interpolation phase.
Let:
Xtb = (X ,Xs)T
the input vector, where
X = (x1,x2, ...,xn)
is the vector with the value of the corrupted image and
Xs = (x
′
[1],x
′
[2], ...,x
′
[N])
is the vector with the transformed value to take into account the rank ordering and incorporate the
complete similarity information.
The concatenation of X and XS is then:
Xtb = (x1,x2, ...,xn,x
′
[1],x
′
[2], ...,x
′
[N])
and in order to find the coefficients we have to solve the following:
W Ttb = E[XtbX
T
tb]
−1E[Xtbd]
where d are the values of the desired output.
5.3.2.2 Bilateral filter
In Chapter 2 we already discussed about methods of regularization suitable for the ill conditioned
matrices. This procedure is useful when we have to face a problem of precision in the calculation, but
this assumption means that we will obtain an approximate results.
Moreover when we address the deblocking problem we use a corrupted and an original image that
have almost the same luminance and the training was not altered by these difference. Now instead
we use as corrupted and original image two views in different position and recorded with different
cameras. In this case the luminance between the images could be very different, and even if we use
the ADRC code (that is very robust against different luminance) to classified different areas of the
image, sometimes the training make a mistake in the evaluation phase.
This consequently leads sometimes to generate not so good results in the output of the filter. In
order to solve this issue we can think to avoid the training and filter the image with normal bilateral,
limiting the presence of these spurious.
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We defined the equation in Chapter 2 at the beginning of the discussion about the bilateral filter,
here we resume the formulas:
yb =
∑Ni=1 xi · c(xi,xc) · s(xi,xc)
∑Ni=1 c(xi,xc) · s(xi,xc)
where we assume that X = (x1,x2, · · · ,xN)T is the input vector, s(xi,xc) = exp[−(xc− xi)2/2σ2s ] ,
c(xi,xc) = exp[−d(xc,xi)2/2σ2c ], and d(xc,xi) is the Euclidean distance between the pixel position of
xi and xc.
Now we show a simple example to make the explanation more clear. We assume an input vector
of three elements to reduce the calculations X = (xc−1,xc,xc+1).
Then we have the following results:
c(xc−1,xc) = c(xc+1,xc) = e
−1
2σ2c
c(xc,xc) = s(xc,xc) = 1
yb =
xc−1 · e
−1
2σ2c · e
−(xc−xc−1)2
2σ2s + xc+ xc+1 · e
−1
2σ2c · e
−(xc−xc+1)2
2σ2s
e
−1
2σ2c · e
−(xc−xc−1)2
2σ2s +1+ e
−1
2σ2c · e
−(xc−xc+1)2
2σ2s
5.3.2.3 Gaussian filter
Another solution to reduce the presence of some spurious in the interpolated image is to constrain the
training phase to generate coefficients that do not generate such wrong values.
An example would be to find coefficients that minimize the mean square error between the cor-
rupted and the original image and that are forced to lie on a Gaussian function. The constraint in this
equation is very strong and the approximation errors caused by the coefficients calculated in this way
can be quite high. However, forcing them to be Gaussian we can note that the output will not generate
spurious and values are “consistent” with each other3.
We are now going to analyze how the problem should be set.
The equation of the filter is as follow:
FF,c( j) =
n
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)
where FF,c is the output of the filter in the c ADRC class, FD,c is the input vector, wc are the
coefficients and n is the aperture of the filter.
The constrain is:
wc(i) =
1√
2piσc
e
− k
2
i
2σ2c
where
ki =
∣∣∣⌈n
2
⌉
− i
∣∣∣ n= 2m+1, m ∈ N
3Limitation of the presence of high frequency oscillations.
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The aim is to find for every class the variance σ2c that minimizes the mean squared error e2:
e2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
(FR,c( j)−FF,c( j))2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
(
FR,c( j)−
n
∑
i=1
wc(i)FD,c(i, j)
)2
⇓
e2 =
Nc
∑
j=1
(
FR,c( j)−
n
∑
i=1
1√
2piσc
e
− k
2
i
2σ2c FD,c(i, j)
)2
where FR,c is the value desired and Nc is the number of elements belonging to the same class.
To minimize e2, the first derivative of e2 with respect to σc should be equal to zero:
∂e2
∂σc
= 0
then:
Nc
∑
j=1
FR,c( j)− n∑
i=1
1√
2piσc
e
− k
2
i
2σ2c FD,c(i, j)
 n∑
i=1
e
− k
2
i
2σ2c
(
k2i√
2piσ4c
− 1√
2piσ2c
)
FD,c(i, j)
= 0 (5.13)
Unfortunately it doesn’t seems possible to find a solution of equation (5.13) in analytical form and
we must get a result by a numerical method.
In order to simplify the procedure we do not take into accounts the derivative of the function, but
the function itself and look for a minimum compared to the variance.
The problem is then reformulated:
minσc
(
e2
)
= minσc
 Nc∑
j=1
(
FR,c( j)−
n
∑
i=1
1√
2piσc
e
− k
2
i
2σ2c FD,c(i, j)
)2 .
In Fig.5.19 it is shown how the normalized coefficients chance, when we take different values of
variance and different aperture of the filter.
In Fig.5.19 (a) is illustrated a 5-taps filter for a changing variance, in Fig.5.19 (b), (c) are instead
shown the 7-taps and the 11-taps filter.
With a chosen aperture of the filter (defined on the x-axis) we must therefore find a variance σc
(defined on the y-axis) that defines a set of coefficients (shown in the z-axis) such that the mean squared
error is minimized.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5.19: Normalized coefficients.
In Fig.5.20 it is instead illustrated how the function e2 changes for different value of the variance
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σc. The chosen class are (2040, 7680, 8075) and the considered aperture is 13.
Figure 5.20: Function e2.
We must make an important consideration about the obtained coefficients. In fact, we are dealing
with filters with finite aperture and we used the N domain. In order to get good results we have to
normalize the variance stored in the look up table.
Consider the found variance σc and the relative coefficients in the class c:
Wc = [wc,1,wc,2, · · ·wc,n]
where n is the aperture and
wc,i =
1√
2piσc
e
− k
2
i
2σ2c .
In order to normalize the coefficients we have to divide them by their sum:
SWc =
n
∑
i=1
wc,i =
n
∑
i=1
1√
2piσc
e
− k
2
i
2σ2c
then the normalized coefficients will be
Wc,normalized =
Wc
SWc
=
1
SWc
[wc,1,wc,2, · · ·wc,n]
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5.3.2.4 Low pass filter
In the filtered image there are sometimes artifacts that the linear filters and then the bilateral (or
Gaussian) have failed to correct. Some of these artifacts can be identified because when compared to
neighboring pixels they are very high or very low in value (the difference in absolute value is high).
The idea is to filter these values with a low pass filter that will make this transition more natural and
therefore make this kind of artifacts less visible.
In order to proceed as explained we need to define a threshold that allows us to identify when these
transitions can be considered artifacts and when they are not (transitions in the edge of the original
image). The choice of this threshold is very critical, because a too low threshold could impose a low
pass filter on parts of the image that are not errors, but a too high threshold would not address the
presence of the described artifacts.
Then we have to choose a dynamic threshold, which is able to adapt itself in relation to the values
and positions in the original image.
The most logical method to determine the dynamic threshold is then to evaluate the transition
that there are in the original image. The following method (Fig.5.21) consist to scan the lines of the
original image and to store the highest value of the transition between consecutive pixels.
Figure 5.21: Scanning the line in the original image.
The method is as follow:
we consider the original image which size is (X ,Y )
I(x,y) x= 0,1,2, · · ·X y= 0,1,2, · · · ,Y
then we defined the difference function as:
d(x,y) = |I(x,y)− I(x+1,y)|
Now we define a Look up table LUT of size (1,Y ) and we store the found value:
LUT (y) = max(d(x,y)) x= 0,1,2, · · ·X−1 y= 0,1,2, · · · ,Y
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In the next phase we can check if there is any point in the interpolated and filtered image that have
a difference value grater than the value stored in the LUT. If the check return true than we have to
filter with a low-pass this pixel (Fig.5.22).
Figure 5.22: Check the difference value.
The proposed method is:
we consider the filtered image which size is (X ,Y )
F(x,y) x= 0,1,2, · · ·X y= 0,1,2, · · · ,Y
then we defined the difference function as:
dF(x,y) = |F(x,y)−F(x+1,y)|
then
i f LUTF(x,y)> LUT (y)⇒ FILTERlowpass(F(x,y),F(x+1,y))
The low-pass filters that can be used are manifold. Anyway to get a good result it is more efficient
a filter with a large enough and bi-dimensional aperture.
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Chapter 6
Results&Conclusions
6.1 Results
In order to assess the following results have been used the images provided by [19].
The interpolated image is in the central position with respect to the two cameras and the disparity
has been corrupted by three different distortions (sub-sampled with block 4×4, 6×6 and 8×8 pixels).
For every kind of distortion we provide three tables:
• INTERPOLATION
1. Mean Disparity
The interpolation method is shown in algorithm4.1. In the areas where both the projected
images are not occluded we insert the mean value of the image.
2. Maximum Disparity
Using this technique we insert the value of the projected view that has the maximum
disparity in the interpolated image.
3. Error mask
The used technique is shown in algorithm4.2. In order to decide which image use to
reconstruct the interpolated image we evaluated the error mask.
• FILTERING
1. Filling
The “Filling image” is the view obtained filling the full occlusions with the value present
in the original images in the same position.
2. Trained linear
In this case, in order to fill the full occlusions and to eliminate the error we use the dis-
cussed technique based on the trained linear filter.
3. Trained linear + Trained bilateral
This is the result obtained applying the trained bilateral filter (treated in section 5.3.2.1)
on the output of the point 2.
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4. Trained linear + Normal bilateral
This is the result obtained applying the normal bilateral filter (treated in section 5.3.2.2)
on the output of the point 2.
5. Trained linear + Trained gaussian
This is the result obtained applying the trained gaussian filter (treated in section 5.3.2.3)
on the output of the point 2.
• LOW PASS FILTER
1. Trained linear + Trained bilateral + low-pass
This result is obtained applying the low pass filter (discussed in section 5.3.2.4) to the
output of the trained bilateral filter.
2. Trained linear + Normal bilateral + low-pass
This result is obtained applying the low pass filter (discussed in section 5.3.2.4) to the
output of the normal bilateral filter.
3. Trained linear + Trained gaussian + low-pass
This result is obtained applying the low pass filter (discussed in section 5.3.2.4) to the
output of the trained gaussian filter.
The used metric is the PSNR expressed in dB (consider two m×n images I and II):
MSE =
1
m ·n
m−1
∑
i=0
n−1
∑
j=0
[I(i, j)− II(i, j)]2
and the PSNR is defined as:
PSNR= 10 · log10
(
MAX2
MSE
)
= 20 · log10
(
MAX√
MSE
)
Here, MAX is the maximum possible pixel value of the image.
The evaluated images are shown in Fig.6.1.
Image1 Image2 Image3
Figure 6.1: Evaluated images.
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4x4 corruption
Table 6.1: Interpolation (4x4)
INTERPOLATION Mean Disparity
Maximum
Disparity
Error mask
Image1 26.49 27.16 26.86
Image2 24.86 25.19 25.01
Image3 28.51 29.09 28.70
Table 6.2: Filtering (4x4)
FILTERING Filling
Trained
linear
Trained
linear
+
Trained
bilateral
Trained
linear
+
Normal
bilateral
Trained
linear
+
Trained
gaussian
Image1 29.43 30.65 30.97 31.29 31.06
Image2 29.63 30.63 30.91 31.35 31.09
Image3 32.33 32.49 32.77 33.66 32.99
Table 6.3: Low pass filter (4x4)
LOW PASS
FILTER
Trained linear
+
Trained bilateral
+
low-pass
Trained linear
+
Normal bilateral
+
low-pass
Trained linear
+
Trained gaussian
+
low-pass
Image1 31.15 31.39 31.17
Image2 31.10 31.49 31.23
Image3 32.86 33.66 33.01
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6x6 corruption
Table 6.4: Interpolation (6x6)
INTERPOLATION Mean Disparity
Maximum
Disparity
Error mask
Image1 26.06 26.93 26.55
Image2 24.54 25.05 24.77
Image3 28.23 29.04 28.49
Table 6.5: Filtering (6x6)
FILTERING Filling
Trained
linear
Trained
linear
+
Trained
bilateral
Trained
linear
+
Normal
bilateral
Trained
linear
+
Trained
gaussian
Image1 28.37 29.76 30.07 30.34 30.19
Image2 28.63 29.83 30.07 30.46 30.24
Image3 32.14 32.19 32.24 33.12 32.63
Table 6.6: Low pass filter (6x6)
LOW PASS
FILTER
Trained linear
+
Trained bilateral
+
low-pass
Trained linear
+
Normal bilateral
+
low-pass
Trained linear
+
Trained gaussian
+
low-pass
Image1 30.23 30.45 30.30
Image2 30.22 30.56 30.34
Image3 32.31 33.15 32.65
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8x8 corruption
Table 6.7: Interpolation (8x8)
INTERPOLATION Mean Disparity
Maximum
Disparity
Error mask
Image1 25.53 26.85 26.25
Image2 24.93 24.27 24.49
Image3 27.85 28.77 28.20
Table 6.8: Filtering (8x8)
FILTERING Filling
Trained
linear
Trained
linear
+
Trained
bilateral
Trained
linear
+
Normal
bilateral
Trained
linear
+
Trained
gaussian
Image1 27.68 28.79 29.00 29.21 29.09
Image2 27.69 28.75 29.02 29.35 29.17
Image3 30.60 31.75 31.86 32.51 32.09
Table 6.9: Low pass filter (8x8)
LOW PASS
FILTER
Trained linear
+
Trained bilateral
+
low-pass
Trained linear
+
Normal bilateral
+
low-pass
Trained linear
+
Trained gaussian
+
low-pass
Image1 29.15 29.32 29.20
Image2 29.16 29.44 29.26
Image3 31.93 32.53 32.12
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6.2 Conclusions
Fig.6.2 shows the average results of the previous tables, where the output in the x-axis are shown in
Fig.6.3.
Fig.6.4 instead shows us how the PSNR increases in the different stages of the process and in
Fig.6.5 are reported the mean values.
As we can see, increasing the distortion of disparity, the PSNR decreases, while the combination
that provides the best results is illustrated in the second branch of Fig.6.3.
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
Output_1 Output_2 Output_3 Output_4
4x4
6x6
8x8
Figure 6.2: PSNR(dB) graphic.
Figure 6.3: Output scheme.
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20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
4x4 ( image1) 4x4 ( image2) 4x4 ( image3) 6x6 ( image1) 6x6 ( image2) 6x6 ( image3) 8x8 ( image1) 8x8(image2) 8x8 ( image3)
Low pass filter
Normal bilateral
Trained linear
Error_mask
interpolation
Figure 6.4: PSNR(dB) graphic.
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
4x4 6x6 8x8
Low pass filter
Normal bilateral
Trained linear
Error_mask
interpolation
Figure 6.5: PSNR (dB)graphic.
The tables show that the interpolation with the maximum disparity procedure performs better in all
the considered images. However, there are some pathological cases in which this kind of interpolation
could lead to results completely wrong. According to this observation we use the error mask method
in order to obtain the input for the linear filter, in fact, even if it provides worst results, it can prevent
this occurrences.
We also have to note that the output of the bilateral not trained achieves the largest PSNR. This
stems from the fact that, as mentioned earlier, the training provides approximations that can sometimes
affect the final results. However describing the procedure, we only explain the LMS optimization
method. In order to obtain better effects we can consider different techniques to minimize the error
between the filtered image and the reference one, and we can also implement various metrics in order
to evaluate the arising error (i.e., sum of absolute difference, Hamming distance). Moreover we have
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to take into account that maybe the different ADRC class can perform better if we use different kind of
training according to their value, for instance the class that identified an edge zone, could be minimized
with another procedure in comparison with a flat areas class.
Below are shown the interpolated images before and after filtering (Fig.6.6,6.8,6.10). As we can
note the explained procedure eliminates all the full occluded areas (black zone in the interpolated
image) and also improves the edges of the object, where the error due to the disparity maps are more
visible.
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Figure 6.6: Image1 interpolated and filtered.
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Figure 6.7: Image1 interpolated and filtered (detail).
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Figure 6.8: Image2 interpolated and filtered.
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Figure 6.9: Image2 interpolated and filtered(detail).
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Figure 6.10: Image3 interpolated and filtered.
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Figure 6.11: Image3 interpolated and filtered(detail).
Fig.6.7,6.9,6.11 are the details of the full size images. The full occlusion are marked with red
blocks in order to make them more clear.
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